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Abstract

Agile methods for software development have become popular, especially since
the agile manifesto was written in 2001. Many positive effects have been found
in organizations using agile methods, but also several dangers. Communication
and collaboration in teams is often mentioned as something that works well with
the methods, but interactions between teams are often lacking. Since agile teams
are cross-functional and focused on products rather than specializations, knowledge
becomes spread out in the organization. Within teams, different members often have
different deep knowledge, but instead have a lot of knowledge about their products
in common. This allows them to discuss knowledge related to the product well, but
limits their possibility to discuss advanced topics and experiences regarding their
deep knowledge or specialization within their team. These issues are important to
consider when applying agile methods in organizations, and the research about the
issues is quite thin.

In this research, I have taken an interpretive approach and carried out a case study
at the development department of a medium-sized IT company providing large soft-
ware systems for the healthcare industry. Three different teams have been studied
through interviews with all members as well as observations of agile practices like
daily meetings. Further, I have studied three different knowledge practices that were
used to complement the creation and sharing of knowledge that happens in teams.
These three complementary knowledge practices had different forms and handled
knowledge in different ways. One was closely related to what literature often calls
communities of practice, which are groups where members share an interest and
interact to deepen their knowledge. In this practice, meetings were used to dis-
cuss experiences and knowledge about topics within specific areas. Another was
more focused on one-way communication through presentations and reading tips,
spreading more basic knowledge to a wider audience. The third complementary
knowledge practice let employees use 12 work hours every sixth week to do what-
ever they wanted that related to their knowledge, allowing them to e.g. explore new
technologies and be creative or simply read up on some interesting topic.

My results show that agile teams support some sharing and creation of knowl-
edge, especially through havingmembers work closely to each other and share expe-
riences, and through practising their skills in daily work, with help from each other
when necessary. Like other research has shown, a lack of practices for interactions
between teams was found in the agile methods. Such interactions were considered
crucial since I found teams to be comparable to theories about communities of know-
ing, where teams create strong perspectives, the sharing of which is important for
utilization and creation of knowledge. The complementary knowledge practice that
related to communities of practice was shown to be good for connecting employees
with similar specializations, who would normally be separated in different teams.
This allowed for creation and sharing of knowledge as individuals needed to ex-
plain their experiences and could combine knowledge from different members of
the community. The other two complementary knowledge practices were shown to
be good for increasing motivation to create and share knowledge, and showing that
the organization valued the knowledge of individuals. I argue that combining the
use of agile teams with a few complementary knowledge practices like those studied
can create an environment that supports creation and sharing of knowledge about
what the teams are working with as well as specializations, and creates motivation
and inspiration for doing so.
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1 Introduction

In this chapter, the background and purpose of this thesis work are presented, which
leads to my research questions. At the end of the chapter, the scope of the study is
defined.

1.1 Background
Agile methods for software development have become very popular thanks to their
ability to respond to the turbulent software industry. Agile methods were originally
developed from what used to be called iterative or incremental development (Larman
and Basili 2003), and also took inspiration from Japanese approaches with focus on
knowledge management (Schwaber and Beedle 2002; Takeuchi and Nonaka 1986).
In contrast to traditional methods where detailed plans are made at the beginning of a
project, agile methods let developers create the software piece by piece and get feed-
back from customers often (Schwaber and Beedle 2002). They also avoid unnecessary
documents and instead focus on interactions (Fowler and Highsmith 2001).

When using agile methods, developers work in cross-functional teams and are sup-
posed to be co-located and situated in the same room without barriers between them
(Schwaber and Beedle 2002). The team is given joint responsibility for their products
and work with collective ownership, which requires and builds trust and communica-
tion in the team (Chau, Maurer, and Melnik 2003). This teamwork provides support
for the social aspects of knowledge sharing, as team members know the strengths and
weaknesses of one another well and want to help each other do well since it helps
the team (Chau et al. 2003). However, what has been identified as more difficult is
to manage knowledge between different teams in an organization of several different
teams working with different products or projects (McDermott 1999).

The field of knowledge management discusses how organizations can manage
knowledge to make it easier for individuals and groups to create, share and under-
stand knowledge (Davenport, De Long, and Beers 1998). There has been plenty of
research done in the field during the last 25 years, where many different theories have
emerged. Knowledge can be defined in several different ways depending on where
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1.2. Purpose

one believes it resides, such as in objects, in processes, or in the minds of individuals
or groups (Alavi and Leidner 2001).

The research about agile methods is still in a quite early stage and the main focus
is still to become convinced that agile methods actually work and increase effective-
ness. Some studies dig deeper into how agile methods affect and handle knowledge
management focusing on different aspects like documents (Melnik and Maurer 2004),
communication (Pikkarainen, Haikara, Salo, Abrahamsson, and Still 2008), learning
(McAvoy and Butler 2007), and trust (McHugh, Conboy, and Lang 2012). Some have
also started to investigate issues with barriers to knowledge sharing with agile meth-
ods (Ghobadi and Mathiassen 2015; Heeager and Nielsen 2013), and others investi-
gate how inter-team knowledge sharing can be achieved (Santos, Goldman, and Souza
2014; Kuusinen, Gregory, Taylor, Sharp, and Barroca 2016). Research is signalling
that complementary practices for sharing and creation of knowledge between teams
are necessary, as there is not enough built-in support for this in the agile methods
(McDermott 1999). I will call such practices complementary knowledge practices,
referring to that they complement the agile methods where they lack support for cre-
ation and sharing of knowledge. Common ideas for such practices are what can be
defined as communities of practice (Wenger, McDermott, and Snyder 2002; Brown
and Duguid 1991), where individuals working with similar things can discuss their
experiences, as well as different types of presentations and seminars with focus on
one-way knowledge sharing.

1.2 Purpose
The purpose of this study is to investigate how knowledge is shared in and between
teams in an organization with several teams using agile methods and complementary
knowledge practices. Data are presented from a case study at a medium-sized com-
pany providing large IT-products with biannual releases for the medical sector who
have been using agile methods for several years and have three major complemen-
tary knowledge practices that are used by most employees. The case study is focused
on the knowledge environment within teams as well as between teams through the
complementary knowledge practices, and efforts are made to better understand how
teams and knowledge practices complement each other. The purpose is also to pro-
vide general analysis as to what is important for knowledge sharing in agile teams and
knowledge practices in agile environments, some of which can also be applied in non-
agile teams and environments. The conclusion presents the answers that were found
to the following questions:

• How does use of agile methods and cross-functional teams support creation and
sharing of knowledge?

• What support can be provided through complementary knowledge practices to
improve knowledge sharing in an organization with several cross-functional
teams?

1.3 Scope
This research has taken on a mainly qualitative approach based on a case study at a
single organization. Data has been collected mainly through interviews and observa-
tions, which has then been analysed in relation to literature that I have found to be
relevant and interesting. This approach limits the scope to what has been available
to study at the case organization as well as the literature that I have found and read.
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1.3. Scope

I chose to focus on qualitative aspects in my study and only did some basic quanti-
tative analysis, which limited my results on some of the studied aspects that would
have needed more quantitative data collection. Instead, I focused on social aspects
within the fields of agile development and knowledge management, investigating per-
ceptions of individuals working in agile teams in an organization with a clear focus
on knowledge.
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2 Method

For the main part of this study I was situated at the case company, MedTech, where
I collected my data. There were several steps involved, both before I got access to
MedTech and during my study there. These steps are described in this chapter and
explanations of my choices are made. The chapter is organized in chronological order
where applicable, starting with the choice of focus and company and a pre-study, and
going on to what I did when entering the field and my methods for collecting and
analysing data. First however, my general approach is described.

2.1 Approach
Since I had no personal experience fromworking in agile software development teams
before this study, I found that I needed to understand the experiences and perceptions
of others to make any conclusions about them. I chose to do a case study of a few
teams at only one case company to allow myself to spend the time that was necessary
to understand how those teams worked and the perceptions of all the team members.
Even though I only got data from one company in this way, I could still compare
it to existing literature describing other cases. I preferred qualitative data collection
methods, like observations and interviews, over quantitative ones, like surveys and
database analyses, because I wanted to understand how things were perceived rather
than simply what was being done. Some quantitative analysis was still done by com-
paring opinions between interviewees and grouping them to see which opinions and
perceptions were most common in the group that I interviewed. More quantitative
data collection could have been done to get a more complete picture of some studied
aspects, as well as to allow for more triangulation.

When investigating the perceptions of others, interpretations are difficult to avoid,
and thus also subjectivity. Like several other researchers in similar fields (e.g.
Pikkarainen et al. (2008) and Heeager and Nielsen (2013)), I found Klein and Myers’s
(1999) principles for interpretive field studies to provide excellent support to handle
this subjectivity and help me consider necessary perspectives, like how my interac-
tions with subjects could affect results. Since their work is well-cited and matched
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2.2. Before entering the field

my needs and personal thoughts well, I did not investigate alternative theories much.
However, I also used the more hands-on descriptions for doing interpretive research
by Walsham (2006), which helped me put Klein and Myers’s principles in practice.
Furthermore, I tried to combine different theories with each other as well as with my
own data, for which I used Eisenhardt’s (1989) framework for building theories from
cases. Her work is also well-cited and I found it to be solid and straightforward.

2.2 Before entering the field
Before I got access to the case company, or even found a case company, I needed to
do some work and thinking. This is described here.

2.2.1 Choosing a main focus and case company
First of all, the main focus and case company of the thesis work needed to be decided.
I chose the main focus – agile methods and knowledge management – because I found
both areas to be interesting and that the integration of them seemed relevant at the time.
I discussed this main focus with a professor at Linköping University, Alf Westelius,
who has courses that discuss knowledge management, and he supported the idea and
contributed with feedback on my thoughts. I also did some primary searches for lit-
erature regarding the combination of agile methods and knowledge management and
found that there seemed to be a need for more studies in the area. For example, re-
searchers expressed needs for studies where knowledge sharing and factors like trust
is investigated in more and less agile teams (Ryan and O’Connor 2013), investiga-
tions of inter-team knowledge sharing in enabling contexts (Santos et al. 2014), and
the development of strategies or frameworks for inter-team knowledge sharing in agile
software development (Heeager and Nielsen 2013).

Next, I needed to find a case company where I could carry out the field work. My
main criteria for this choice was that the company should have been using agile meth-
ods for a reasonably long time, meaning that they would have adapted the methods
for their situation and that there were teams that had been working together for some
time. I also wanted a company that had put some thought into knowledge manage-
ment and had procedures for this that I could investigate. As I wanted to contribute
to the existing literature with theories about the combination of agile methods and
knowledge management, a case company with interesting procedures to investigate
was preferred over any kind of statistical representation of the situation in most com-
panies. This could be compared to theoretical sampling where cases are “selected
to replicate or extend emergent theory” as described by Eisenhardt (1989, p. 537).
Though the emergent theory at this stage was more like ideas than actual theory, I
wanted a case company where I thought I could find interesting things to investigate.

During the years prior to the study I had developed an interest for a company that I
will callMedTech, which is amedium-sizedmedical IT-company. I knew that they had
been using agile methods for several years and had stated goals regarding knowledge
management. I contacted them with a proposition about my thesis work and had a
meeting with the manager of the department that developed all their products for the
medical sector. During the meeting, I found out about how they had introduced and
developed their use of agile methods, and three different complementary knowledge
practices that were active and worked reasonably well, according to the manager. The
manager also expressed an interest in innovation and requested me to add that as a
focus for the thesis work. I was offered to do the study at MedTech and be positioned
there with good access to employees for interviews and observations. We later decided
that I would focus on 3 teams of which I would interview all members. The thesis work
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was agreed upon about 5 months before the field study would commence, which left
plenty of time for a pre-study.

It should be noted that for the entire report, when MedTech is mentioned it is an
anonymized name for the development department of the medium-sized IT-company,
not the entire organization. More details about MedTech will be described in chapter
4.

2.2.2 Pre-study
The pre-study consisted of reading relevant literature and taking notes of what I found
to be interesting. It was done part-time during the autumn and winter of 2016 and full-
time for 2 weeks at the beginning of January 2017, during which time I did not yet have
access to MedTech. The purpose of the pre-study was to get a better understanding of
the fields that I was going to study and how they are connected, as well as methods for
doing such studies. The pre-study was limited to reading and analysing literature as
no empirical work could be done yet. The pre-study was necessary because I needed
to get some ideas for what could be the most interesting and relevant areas to study, as
recommended by Eisenhardt (1989), and how these areas best could be studied. I was
new to the fields and to doing case studies, which meant that plenty of reading was
necessary to get a broad understanding of the available literature and see similarities
and conflicts in different findings. Having a broad base of literature later made it
possible to tie my emergent theory to existing literature to increase internal validity,
generalizability, and theoretical level, as suggested by Eisenhardt (1989).

To find relevant literature I used keyword searches on Google Scholar with differ-
ent combinations of keywords like: “agile”, “knowledge”, “management”, “sharing”,
“creation”, “innovation”, etc. This resulted in lots of hits and I proceeded with reading
the titles to create an idea of what the papers were about. For any papers that seemed
like they could be relevant, I read the abstract. For the papers that still seemed rele-
vant, I read the entire paper, or at least the conclusions and other sections that were
necessary to understand the findings of the paper. For the area of knowledge man-
agement, I tried to get a broad view of different ways to view knowledge and how it
can be managed. I avoided getting locked-in on any particular theories by comparing
different theories to each other and analysing their conflicts and similarities. For agile
methods, I read some basic literature on what agile methods are, such as Agile Soft-
ware Development with Scrum by Schwaber and Beedle (2002), but I mainly focused
on different studies of how they work in practice, with special focus on studies with
findings that seemed relevant from a knowledge management perspective.

For all literature, I took notes of what I read, my impressions, and how it could
be relevant for my study. I also made highlights in the text. The notes varied from
short summaries of the relevant findings of that paper to longer reflections of how the
findings could be interpreted and adapted to the kind of situation that I was going to
study. I always did at least some reflection of how each article could be relevant for
my study, even if I did not find the article to be interesting. This helped me in keeping
an open mind for different theories, as described important by, e.g. Eisenhardt (1989).
When any paper that I read had a reference to something that I found to be interesting,
I read the abstract of the referenced paper and handled them in the same way as other
articles. For each paper, when I read some finding that was in any way conflicting
with my previous conceptions, I got a chance to question and develop my conceptions
through dialogical reasoning, as suggested by Klein and Myers (1999).

As a result of the pre-study, I learned more about what would be interesting to
study. This led to a research question beginning to form, which was not meant to be a
final research question but rather a broad question for myself to know what I should
focus on, as suggested by Eisenhardt (1989). At this stage, the research question was
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something like: “How does agile methods affect knowledgemanagement for the entire
organization?” This question evolved throughout the study.

2.3 Entering the field
I got access to MedTech toward the end of January 2017 and had a desk and com-
puter there. During the first few days I got to present myself to everyone that was
available at the department and shortly describe what I was going to study and answer
any questions about that. This made almost everyone aware of who I was and why
I was there. I also had some meetings to discuss the organization and thesis work
and listened to some presentations about the company, its history, its products, and
its different processes. These were held by some different employees, including the
department manager, developers, and product owners. These meetings and presen-
tations helped in building a preliminary view of the context through a historical and
social perspective, as Klein and Myers (1999) describes to be important. However,
the perspectives I got here were not in any way viewed as definite truths, but were to
be questioned throughout the study.

2.3.1 Style of involvement
As I was beginning to interact with employees at MedTech, I tried to keep in mind
how these interactions with subjects could affect the study (Klein and Myers 1999).
Walsham (2006) suggests a spectrum of styles of involvement ranging from “neutral”
to “closely involved”. I would place myself quite close to the latter, as aside from the
purpose of this thesis work I also tried to improve the situation at MedTech through
my analysis of the current situation. However, I did not participate in the work of
the subjects, but rather tried to be a silent observer as much as possible. Further,
as a student and novice in the fields, I could be seen as fairly unbiased, but I was
under a contract with MedTech and was given some compensation for the study which
could be seen as a source of bias toward making managers at MedTech happy. It is
also worth mentioning that my supervisor at MedTech was the department manager,
who was also the manager of all my subjects, which meant that I could be perceived
as working for him. The department manager was clear that he did not want me to
review individuals in any way but only analyse the situation regarding agile methods,
knowledgemanagement, and innovation. I tried to be clear to the subjects that this was
the case. The possibility that subjects perceive the researcher to have a vested interest
is mentioned by Walsham (2006) as a possible disadvantage of close involvement,
together with that it is time-consuming and that you can be affected by the views of
the subjects. Some advantages can be gained if the subjects see the researcher as
someone who is trying to help them, which can make them more open. I found that I
could sometimes help subjects by providing advice and discussions, which I perceived
to make them more willing to help me by being open. I kept in mind that what I said
to subjects could affect what they said to me, but I considered that I said so little that
it would not have any major effects on my results.

2.3.2 Taking notes
For the entire duration of the study I was careful to write down as much as possible,
even things that did not seem important at the time. This is suggested by Eisenhardt
(1989) who says that you should write down impressions of everything you encounter.
This did not only make it easier to build the context and remember what I had seen and
thought, but it also helped me in being more aware of what happened around me and
what I could learn from it. By asking myself what I was learning from the notes I was
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taking and how notes differ from each other, I continuously improved my note-taking
while simultaneously getting a good start for the analysis (Eisenhardt 1989).

2.3.3 Selecting subjects
In selecting participants, or subjects, for the study, I used theoretical sampling (Eisen-
hardt 1989). This meant that I chose subjects based on which ones would give the
most interesting findings, rather than randomizing the selection to gain more statisti-
cal validity. To do this, I had discussions with the department manager about which
teams that would have the most differences and that would capture as many interesting
features as possible. The features that were considered were what agile method the
team based themselves on and their enthusiasm to the method, whether the team was
co-located or distributed, and how they used tools and practices like scrum boards and
retrospectives. The result was 3 teams with 4-5 members each that used agile methods
in varying ways and whereof one team had its members distributed between two cities
in Sweden.

2.3.4 Within-case analysis
A vital part of any interpretive field study is the within-case analysis (Eisenhardt
1989). I applied this by comparing different pieces of literature to each other and
different collected data to each other, as well as comparing literature to my own data.
For data from interviews, I wrote down any similarities and differences between the
perceptions and opinions of different interviewees and tried to analyse what these mul-
tiple interpretations (Klein and Myers 1999) could mean. I did this using a document
that I created after the first interview where I made short descriptions of perceptions
and opinions that I thought could be interesting from that interview. When I conducted
more interviews I simply added that interviewee’s name to an opinion or perception if
they expressed similar thoughts, or described how the new interviewee’s perceptions
and opinions differed or conflicted if that was the case.

The document with similarities and differences from interviews was useful when
finding and analysing literature as I then had a list of things that could be interesting
to find connections to. When there was an opinion or perception that came up often
in interviews, I knew that was an interesting area that I should find literature that con-
nected to. Sometimes I had already read some papers about that area, and sometimes
I tried to find new ones. In any case, by considering the conceptions that I had built
in interviews and taking a step back to include the experiences and conclusions from
other researchers and cases helped me in building conceptions of the whole of the sit-
uation as well as the parts. This process of continuously seeing new perspectives and
allowing them to change my conceptions, which builds my conception of the whole
of the situation, which in turn changes my conceptions of the parts, corresponds well
to what Klein and Myers (1999) describe as the Hermeneutic Circle.

Since I studied 3 different teams I could view them as different cases and thus
search for cross-case patterns, as suggested by Eisenhardt (1989). Sometimes it was
also relevant to make other divisions of subjects and view them as cases, e.g. testers
and developers, or more and less experienced employees. I mainly applied this by
building perceptions of different cases and thinking about what differences I could
see between them, rather than making any direct comparisons of data between cases.
Thinking about differences in this way helped me to think about different perspectives
and seeing things that I would not have noticed otherwise (Eisenhardt 1989). In a
few comparisons, I made more structured analysis of what e.g. members of different
teams had said that created patterns, but mostly I trusted my perceptions and used the
comparisons to find interesting aspects to study further.
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The within-case analysis also allowed me to see emerging patterns that could be
interesting to investigate further. I could then adapt my studies based on these find-
ings by for example doing other observations, asking other questions, or interviewing
other people. For example, I removed a question that I found was difficult to interpret
and answer after the first interview, and I also adapted my follow-up questions to get
answers that were easier to compare to answers from other interviewees as well as
literature. According to Eisenhardt (1989) this process of changing the method along
the course of the research is allowed and even favoured when building theory from
cases. In all interviews, I had the final question: “Who do you think I should speak to
who would give a perspective that is completely different from yours?” Even though
I could not interview everyone that was mentioned, this gave me insight into where I
could find different types of persons in the department, and also how the interviewee
viewed themselves in comparison to others at the company.

2.3.5 Enfolding literature
Adding new literature in the within-case analysis is supported by Eisenhardt (1989)
who says that it is perfectly valid to add literature during the study when building the-
ory. This was important to me since I did not know what would be most interesting by
the start of the study and thus did not know what literature I should read. For example,
I realized during the study that the concept of communities was more important for the
case than I had realized in the pre-study, so I searched for, and found, more theories
and field studies about that. Klein and Myers (1999) state that connecting theory to
interpretive field studies is crucial, even though some say that generalizations cannot
be made outside of the context. Lee and Baskerville (2003) elaborate further on how
it can be relevant to generalize different results in different ways. When enfolding
literature in my within-case analysis, I used generalizations from data to description
to compare the results of other studies to my findings, and generalizations from theory
to description to apply and try theories of others in my context.

2.4 Data collection
The data collection was performed through two main sources: observations and in-
terviews. The results from these were combined to create the data of this study. The
choice of data sources was based on that I wanted to see how the situation was for my-
self and also hear impressions of employees to be able to compare my impressions to
theirs. Interviews are a very common data source for interpretive case studies, which
is also supported by Eisenhardt (1989) as well as Walsham (2006). Both authors also
recommend having multiple data sources to be able to triangulate the results, where
both mention observation as another good source. Both also state that it is favourable
to combine the qualitative data with quantitative data, for example from surveys. I
considered using a survey but did not find an area where I thought it would create
much value for the study. I also investigated an online resource for discussions at
MedTech but found it to have too little activity to be interesting to study further.

2.4.1 Observations
I performed direct observations of the agile teams that I studied as well as the comple-
mentary knowledge practices. I chose direct observations, where I was not part of the
event that I observed, over participant observations, where I would have participated
in the event, mainly because the events generally included discussions regarding ad-
vanced knowledge that I was unable to take part in because I did not have the proper
knowledge. Because of that, I decided to only focus on what the subjects were doing
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since attempts to participate probably would not have given me the same experience as
that of the subjects, and thus would not have contributed to the results in a meaningful
way.

In my direct observations, I tried to position myself in a way that I would not be
perceived as a part of the event that I was observing, and from there I took notes
in silence to disturb as little as possible. My impression was that my presence and
note-taking did not affect the subjects noticeably and they seemed relaxed. I chose
not to record the events that I observed because recording could potentially make the
employees being observed uncomfortable, and notes were sufficient. In general, I tried
to avoid interactions with the subjects during the observations, as this could make the
subjects interpret what I was saying or doing and thus possibly change their behaviour
(Klein and Myers 1999).

I began by observing the daily meetings in the three teams that I studied, mostly
to get a feel of the atmosphere of the groups. I also observed the agile practices of
Scrum of Scrum meetings and a sprint demo. I chose to make some observations be-
fore I started doing interviews because I wanted to see for myself what seemed to be
interesting before I set up questions. This allowed me to avoid asking some questions
that the interviewees would feel had obvious answers or that they could not answer,
and instead ask a bit more thought-provoking questions. Further, observing social
interactions rather than just asking about them gave me different perspectives that
I could compare to build my conception of the social context that Klein and Myers
(1999) suggest is important to understand in interpretive research. In some cases, in-
terviewees had perceptions of practices that did not match the perceptions that I had
gained in observations, which made me think about the reason for that mismatch, and
ultimately get a more complete conception. I usually did not discuss these mismatches
of perceptions during interviews because it could affect other answers by the intervie-
wee, but in a few cases I discussed them later if I wanted to get some elaboration on
their perception.

I also wanted to observe some complementary knowledge practices and investi-
gated which ones would bemost interesting to study atMedTech. Through discussions
with the department manager I found three complementary knowledge practices that
were central at MedTech, which were called guilds, Explore & Share, and RAD Fri-
days. Guilds mainly consist of meetings to discuss interesting topics within a defined
area for that specific guild. Explore & Share consists of presentations and reading tips
from employees. RAD Friday is an event that occurs once every six weeks where all
employees get 12 work hours to do whatever they want that somehow relates to their
work and/or knowledge. I chose to observe these 3 complementary knowledge prac-
tices because I found them to be used actively and because they seemed to be important
for the knowledge management at MedTech. I use the names for the complementary
knowledge practices that are used at MedTech to avoid confusion for readers that are
familiar with these names. Guilds are for example also used at Spotify, see Kniberg
and Ivarsson (2012).

When observing these practices, as well as in any other observations, I focused on
how knowledge was shared, how things were discussed, if there were any unspoken
social rules or hierarchies, etc., rather than what knowledge was shared. However,
when I observedmeetings in a guild discussing agile methods, where it was sometimes
discussed how different teams used agile methods, the knowledge being shared was
also interesting for my research. Still, I had my main focus on how knowledge was
shared.

During my study, guilds emerged as a complementary knowledge practice that I
found to be more central for knowledge sharing at MedTech than the others. Guilds
were also easier to observe than Explore & Share and RAD Friday because they oc-
curred more often and contained more interactions. Because of this, I collected more
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data about guilds and analysed them more, which is evident in the rest of the report.
There were also a few online-based knowledge practices that I chose to not focus on
because I judged them to not be used with enough activity to be interesting to study.

2.4.2 Interviews
I did semi-structured interviews with all members of the three teams. These interviews
covered all areas that I believed could be interesting to study and were meant to be
scouting rather than to go into details. Therewere 13 teammembers in total and thus 13
interviews, which ranged from 45 minutes to 2 hours depending on how long answers
the interviewee gave. I limited myself to doing one interview each day to get sufficient
time to process that interview and avoidmixing upwhat different interviewees had said
when thinking about follow-up questions.

The questions for the interviews were based on a combination of what seemed rel-
evant for knowledge sharing in and between agile teams from the literature and what
I had perceived to be interesting in my observations. I started each area of questions
with one or two ambiguous and open questions, such as: “What do you think is the
intention with having Guilds?” I did this in part to make the interviewee think a bit
about what they actually thought about the event in question, and in part to get some
thoughts from the interviewee before I asked more detailed questions that could affect
how the interviewee thought. When I had received those first impressions about the
event, I went on to ask more detailed questions that made the interviewee think about
different aspects. I also adapted the questions during the interviews, skipping ques-
tions that seemed irrelevant for that interviewee or that had already been answered,
and adding follow-up questions when the interviewee had interesting answers. I kept
my sheet of questions identical for all interviews except the first one. After the first
interview, I changed a question from focusing on implicit roles in teams to whether it
was obvious who would do what in the team, because I found that it was difficult to
separate implicit roles from explicit ones. I also added a question about involvement
from product owners that I had not thought about beforehand but got some interesting
thoughts about from the first interviewee.

I approached the interviewees through email invitations where I explained the na-
ture and purpose of the interview, and informed them that I wanted to record the in-
terview if they allowed it and that I would handle the results anonymously. Walsham
(2006) gives some suggestions for interviews in interpretive research and stresses the
importance of keeping the interviewee, as well as the organization, happy. He sug-
gests that this can be done by being clear to the interviewee about purpose and con-
fidentiality and to provide feedback to the organization. I tried to apply this as much
as possible in the invitations and interviews by being clear and honest, and avoiding
questions that would make interviewees uncomfortable. If I still found interviewees
to be uncomfortable with questions, I did not pressure them for answers. I generally
felt like the interviewees were comfortable and open and that they wanted to help me,
possibly and partly because it could help the organization. I did not have any prob-
lems with conflicts between what would make the organization and the interviewees
happy since the organization, represented by the department manager, was clear with
that the employees and what they thought was most important. They also gave me
freedom to do the study the way I thought best, which allowed me to adapt the study
to make interviewees happy whenever possible without compromising the results. It
is possible that I could have gotten some other answers if I put more pressure on the
interviewees, but I found it valuable that the interviewees rather wanted to help me.

Walsham (2006) discusses recording of interviews and states that it has pros and
cons, where the main pros are that you get a complete record of what was said that
you can go back to and that you can concentrate on the interviewee, while the cons are
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that it might make the interviewee less open, it does not capture non-verbal elements,
and making transcriptions is time-consuming. Since I was doing the interviews alone
I would have to take extensive notes during the interview if I did not record. I decided
that possible losses in openness from interviewees would be made up for by me being
more engaged in the interview while still getting records of exactly what was said in
each interview.

When doing semi-structured interviews, Klein and Myers’ (1999) principle of in-
teraction between the researcher and the subjects becomes central. Since I wanted
to build and maintain trust from the interviewees, I tried to be fairly open about my
thoughts if interviewees asked for them. This of course resulted in interviewees in-
terpreting and analysing what I said, which could lead to them changing their opin-
ions or saying other things than what they would have said otherwise. However, not
answering questions about my thoughts could possibly also affect the answers from
interviewees, where they might guess what I thought and adapt to that or choose not
to be open about their thoughts because I was not open with mine.

After the interviews, I listened to the recording as soon as possible to have fresh
memories of my impressions of how the interviewee said things, what body language
was used, and such, whichminimized the conwith recordings not capturing non-verbal
elements mentioned by Walsham (2006). This usually meant that I started listening to
the recording within 30 minutes after the interview, but in a few cases, it had to wait
until the following morning. I chose not to transcribe the interviews because of time
constraints, and instead I took notes, that still were quite extensive, of the opinions,
thoughts, and examples that the interviewee expressed. After listening to the entire
recording, I read through the notes and made a new document of notes of the most
interesting results, with some reflections, of that interview. This process created a
source of subjectivity, but as Walsham (2006) suggests, the mind of the researcher
must be used as a tool for analysis in interpretive research. I did however discuss my
findings from the interviews with my mentor at the university, who could reinforce or
challenge my interpretations. Since my mentor had not listened to the interviews, he
relied on my explanations of what I found to be interesting, and I used the discussions
to get some input on whether he thought the same things were interesting and to hear
his interpretations to see if they differed from mine. If our interpretations differed
we discussed further, which allowed me to see the cause of the differences, possibly
changing my interpretation or seeing another perspective.

After the analysis of a particular interview, I compared the findings to the findings
from other interviews and created a document with similarities and differences as de-
scribed in section 2.3.4 about within-case analysis above. I did this to try and find
patterns and conflicts, as well as multiple interpretations, as suggested by Klein and
Myers (1999). Doing these comparisons brought two major advantages. First, seeing
these patterns and conflicts helped in building the context as well as seeing what would
be most interesting to study further, sometimes making me adapt follow-up questions
for coming interviews. Second, reflecting on different interpretations among intervie-
wees and confronting and studying these further made me view things from different
perspectives, which led to changes to my conceptions of different situations and the
whole, similarly to dialogical reasoning and the hermeneutic circle described by Klein
and Myers (1999).

2.5 Analysis
Below, my method for analysis of literature and my own data are described, as well
as how I decided when to stop adding literature and data.
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2.5.1 Literature
As I described in the section about my pre-study above, I found literature through
key-word searches and from references in the papers I read. I tried to keep a broad
range of literature, with papers that had similarities as well as differences to each
other as well as to my own research, which is described as highly important by both
Eisenhardt (1989) andWalsham (2006). This allowedme to analyse what caused these
similarities and differences, and compare them to my own data to see which pieces of
literature I found it to be most similar to. This process of putting different theories and
results, my own and those of others, against each other helped building the internal
validity, generalizability, and theoretical level of my work, as supported by Eisenhardt
(1989). For example, if I found my subjects to have a negative opinion about some
practice, I would create my own conception of what caused that opinion. If I then
read about opinions about the same or a similar practice in someone else’s research,
I could compare my conceptions to those described by the other researcher and try to
understand their perspective, possibly changing my conception.

Klein and Myers (1999) discuss the basics of interpretive research and that inter-
pretive researchers do not try to apply laws to human behaviour, but that this does
not mean that the results cannot be generalized. Conclusions from one case can de-
scribe ideas that sometimes can be transferred to other cases, even though care must be
taken for differences in the context between the cases, and especially culture. Lee and
Baskerville (2003) take the issue with generalizability further and describe a frame-
work with four different types of generalizations that can be valid in different situa-
tions. This framework was also referred to by Walsham (2006) as working well for
interpretive case studies. I found all four types of generalizations to be useful for my
research, both when generalizing from literature and when considering the generaliz-
ability of my own research.

I used generalizations from one set of empirical statements to another, called Type
EE by Lee and Baskerville, frequently to compare my situation and results to results
that I read about in the literature. When I did such generalizations, I always tried to
consider the differences in context between the situations. I thought about things like
effects of culture differences between situations, different types and sizes of compa-
nies and products, and possible bias by the other researcher. I found that it often felt
relevant to compare my case to other cases, either because there were similarities or
differences and conflicts. However, I always applied critical thinking when doing
these generalizations because I assumed that there are no laws or absolute truths when
describing human behaviour, as described by Klein and Myers (1999).

Even though I do not consider laws about human behaviour to work in all cases,
there are still many theories trying to describe common ways for humans to think
and act. Generalizations from such theories to my empirical statements, called Type
TE generalizations, were useful for me to test whether the theories seemed to hold in
my case and to help make better descriptions of the case. For example, I used theories
about different types of knowledge and modes of knowledge creation to describe what
knowledge was created and how it was done in the case. I mostly focused on well-
cited theories that had been confirmed to work well by many other researchers, which
made them more likely to work for me. However, for theories about human behaviour
there are no absolute truths, and I always questioned the theories and compared them
to each other as well as to my own results.

To build my theory, I needed to be able to say that the results of my case study can
be relevant in other settings, and thus generalize from empirical statements to theory
called Type ET generalizations. To make such generalizations meaningful and reli-
able, I needed to make detailed descriptions of the context of my empirical statements
to allow readers to understand how that context could have affected my results. Any
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researchers or practitioners who makes use of my theories should compare their con-
text to mine and consider differences and effects of these, similarly to how I considered
differences when doing Type EE generalizations from other cases.

Finally, I made generalizations from theories of others to build my own theories,
called Type TT generalizations. My study was not very big or deep, for example being
limited to just a few teams in a single organization, which limits the generalizability
of my resulting theories. By building my theories on previous theories that have been
recognized by other researchers, I could make extensions rather than completely new
theories. That way my theories could become more reliable and easier to generalize
from.

When choosing literature, there will always be a source of subjectivity, as I cannot
read all existing literature in a field and will naturally not weigh each publication
equally. I rejected many papers based solely on their title, and some on their abstract,
because I did not see how they would be relevant for my study. They might however
have been relevant from someone else’s perspective. Walsham (2006) defends such
sources of subjectivity and says that the researcher must choose literature that inspires
them. This is something that has happened both naturally and consciously for me
where I have chosen to read more about theories and concepts that I found a personal
interest in. Therefore, there is subjectivity in my choices of literature, but I consider
it unavoidable and I have tried to judge literature fairly and to be honest with what
literature I have based myself on.

2.5.2 Data
When analysing the data I got from interviews, I focused on the general perceptions
about different events and practices and how these differed between subjects. I tried
to view the events and practices from their perspective and in that way change my
conceptions through dialogical reasoning, as described by Klein and Myers (1999).
For example, if a subject had an idea about what guilds were for and how they should
work that differed from mine, I tried to understand why they wanted them that way
and developed my understanding about what guilds were and could be.

When doing my interviews, I also found that for some events and practices, the per-
ceptions varied a lot between subjects. I found that such situations were an excellent
opportunity for me to understand the context and different opinions of subjects better
through considering what Klein and Myers (1999) call multiple interpretations. If, for
example, two subjects had completely different interpretations of what the agile prac-
tice of working in iterations was good for, I tried to understand how the context had
created that conflict. I could reflect on whether one of the subjects had been working
for the organization much longer and had experienced what it was like to work there
before they introduced agile methods, possibly giving him/her a different perspective.

Sometimes, there were p erspectives and interpretations that varied depending on
which team the subjects belonged to, which gave me opportunity to consider if there
were differences in context between teams, e.g. team-specific culture. Since I inter-
viewed all members of three teams that were generally quite different, I could view
them as different cases and search for cross-case patterns, as suggested by Eisenhardt
(1989) when investigating multiple cases. If several members of one team had similar
perspectives about something while several members of another team had a different
perspective, I could try and understand how the contexts of the teams had influenced
those differences. The same method could also be applied to investigate how per-
spectives of those who had been working at MedTech before they started using agile
methods differed from those of newer employees.

When a researcher does interviews and observations, some thoughts and opinions
might not reach the researcher, possibly because the subjects intentionally hide them or
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because they are something that is so obvious to the subjects that they do not mention
it. There could for example be unspoken rules and power structures that affect the
subjects. To handle such hidden aspects, Klein and Myers (1999) recommend the
researcher to think critically and to be suspicious of the subjects, trying to find signals
that tell a different story than what is being said. I tried to apply this suspiciousness
when doing and analysing interviews and observations, but generally found it to be
difficult, possibly because of my lacking experience from doing case studies and being
in a setting with several teams developing software.

Using the framework with four types of generalizability by Lee and Baskerville
(2003), my research can be said to be generalizable to descriptions as well as theories
of others. That is also supported by Klein and Myers (1999) who argue that cases can
be related to or create ideas and concepts that can be applicable to other situations. To
make it easier, more relevant, and more reliable to generalize my empirical statements,
I tried to make detailed descriptions of the context where I gathered them. In this way,
other researchers can draw their own conclusions about my empirical statements and
decide how relevant they are in respect to their own research.

2.5.3 Reaching closure
When considering when to stop doing more observations and interviews, and when
to stop finding more literature to iterate back to my data, I aimed for theoretical sat-
uration, as recommended by Eisenhardt (1989). Theoretical saturation means that
continued adding of data will not contribute to any noticeable learning, because the
data is similar to data that has already been observed. For example, I applied this when
observing daily meetings in the beginning of the case study. After a few weeks of ob-
serving these meetings most mornings in all three teams, I found that I was not seeing
anything new, so I stopped observing those meetings. However, theoretical saturation
is an optimal case that I could not reach for all sources of learning in my study. I
could have learned more by doing more interviews with my subjects, studying more
teams, observing more guild meetings, reading other literature, etc, but this could not
be done due to time constraints. In these cases, I had to consider what would bring the
most value in relation to the time it would take. Even though I would have liked to
do more interviews, I decided that I needed more time to analyse the results of those
I had already done and finding relevant literature to compare my findings to.
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3 Frame of reference

In this chapter, I present relevant theories and results of studies regarding agile meth-
ods and knowledge management. The chapter is divided in sections about first agile
methods and then knowledge management. Each of these sections begins with some
background and basic concepts of the research area in question, and then goes on to
studies about particular aspects of the areas, and especially topics that connect the
areas.

3.1 Agile Software Development background
Agile software development is a collection of methods that all adhere to the agile man-
ifesto that was created by the Agile Alliance in 2001 (Fowler and Highsmith 2001).
The agile manifesto contains a set of values:

“We value:

• Individuals and interactions over processes and tools.
• Working software over comprehensive documentation.
• Customer collaboration over contract negotiation.
• Responding to change over following a plan.”

(Fowler and Highsmith 2001, p.2)

These values set the foundation for agile methods by setting some general prioriti-
zations, each bullet point stating what is valued over something else. It is important to
note that something being less valued than something else does not mean that it should
not be done, i.e. that working software is valued over documentation does not mean
that no documentation should be made. In this way, agile methods are “light” – there
are few rules to follow.

The intention with agile methods is that teams using them should respond well to
changes, and thrive in the turbulent and fast-paced software industry. This is achieved
in different ways by different agile methods, but the core is to focus on developing
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software by splitting it up in smaller pieces that the customer can provide feedback
on, which the team can respond to quickly. In this study, I will focus on the agile
methods called scrum and kanban because those are the ones being used at MedTech.

3.1.1 Scrum
Scrum is one of the most commonly used agile methods and is described in more de-
tail by Schwaber and Beedle (2002). The word “scrum” comes from rugby and was
first used to describe product development methods by Takeuchi and Nonaka (1986),
who laid the grounds for what would become the method now called scrum. A rugby
term was used because the development method is similar to a game of rugby in that
“the ball gets passed within the team as it moves as a unit up the field.” (Takeuchi and
Nonaka 1986, p.137). The ball being a metaphor for the product, the movement of the
ball is reflected in that new functionality is added and improvements are made contin-
uously, rather than through a rigorous process with different stages, like in Tayloristic
methods such as the Waterfall model.

In Scrum, employees work in cross-functional teams with a recommended size of
seven plus minus 2 (Schwaber and Beedle 2002). In the team, work is divided in it-
erations called sprints. Sprints are short periods of time, usually 2-4 weeks, where
the team focuses on some functionality which has been decided in sprint planning at
the start of the sprint. Functionality is taken from a list of things the final product
is expected to do, called the product backlog, and placed in the sprint backlog. The
sprint backlog is shown on a visual artefact called the scrum board. The scrum board
contains all tasks sorted by priority and is divided in columns for stages of develop-
ment, e.g. To Do, In Progress and Testing. The scrum board is originally intended
to be physical, e.g. using a whiteboard with post-it notes, but it is becoming com-
mon to have a virtual online-based scrum board to allow it to be viewed and changed
from multiple locations. During each sprint, the intention is that the team should not
be disturbed by any tasks that do not contribute to the goal of the sprint, which is to
finish the sprint backlog. By the end of the sprint, a sprint demo is held to show what
progress has been achieved in the sprint to stakeholders and get feedback.

To support this process, there are several scrum practices. Short daily meetings are
held in the team where team members tell each other what they have done since the
last meeting, what they will do until next meeting and if there are any problems. The
meetings are sometimes called daily stand-ups as they are held standing up to promote
keeping them short. They are recommended to be time-boxed to 15minutes. The team
has a scrummaster who is a member of the teamwho is tasked with protecting the team
from disturbances and removing hurdles, in general making the team as effective as
possible in meeting its sprint goal. The team also has a retrospective at the end of each
sprint to discuss what has gone well in the process and what can be improved for the
next sprint. It is common that scrum teams apply pair programming, which is when
two team members work on the same screen and keyboard, where one writes the code
while the other reviews it as it is beingwritten and provides feedback through questions
and comments. The pair then switches roles with regular intervals, often something
like every 30 minutes. Finally, and maybe most important, are the practices called
open office space and whole team. Open office space means that the entire team is
located in one office without walls between team members, enabling communication.
Whole team is a practice that urges all teammembers to take part in all team activities,
such as daily meetings and sprint planning, making sure that the whole team is in
synch. When there are several scrum teams in the organization, Schwaber and Beedle
suggest holding scrum of scrum meetings where the scrum masters of the different
teams share the status of their teams in a meeting similar to daily meetings.
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3.1.2 Kanban
Kanban is another agile method which is less prescriptive than scrum, urging its fol-
lowers to use fewer practices. Kniberg and Skarin (2010) describe how scrum and
kanban relate to, and differ from, each other. In kanban, teams focus on visualizing
the workflow, similarly to how it is done in scrum with the scrum board. What you
do differently in kanban is that you put limits on amount of Work In Progress (WIP)
in each workflow state, usually visualized as columns on the board. For example, if
you have one column for development with a WIP limit of 3 and one for testing with a
WIP limit of 4, you cannot move a new task to development if there are already 3 tasks
in the column, and you cannot move a task from development to testing if there are
already 4 tasks in that column. This requires the team to find what column creates a
bottleneck and solve that issue to be able to decrease the time it takes for tasks to move
across the board, which is a performance measurement for teams following kanban.

3.2 Agile methods in practice
In practice, agile methods are rarely used exactly as the original creators designed
them, and neither are they meant to (Schwaber and Beedle 2002). Agile methods
generally do not have a long list of rules, but rather a set of principles and practices
that are suggested. Each team can then choose what works best for them. However, it
is generally advised to follow the suggestions to begin with and then add and remove
whatever the team thinks best once they understand the methods and practices better.
Agilemethods have received lots of positive responses from both customers, managers
and developers, for example Laanti, Salo, and Abrahamsson (2011) report of good
results at Nokia, even though there were difficulties in adapting the methods. There
are also several critics of agile methods, often advising caution that agile methods do
not work for every team and project (Turner and Boehm 2003; Coram and Bohner
2005). Depending on how agile methods are used, they can have a lot of different
effects on individual teams as well as on an organization with several teams.

For this study, the first value in the agile manifesto, “Individuals and interactions
over processes and tools” (Fowler and Highsmith 2001, p.2), is highly relevant. Cock-
burn and Highsmith (2001), two of the creators of the agile alliance and manifesto,
elaborates on how and why individuals are important and state that “agility depends
on trusting individuals to apply their competency in effective ways.” (Cockburn and
Highsmith 2001, p.133). Whitworth and Biddle (2007b) found in their study of socio-
psychological experiences in agile environments that the methods gave developers the
feeling that they, as individuals, developed the product. This was attributed to agile
practices helping developers feel that they had support and accountability, whichmade
them more prone to use and develop their competence.

The use of team rooms has been found to be important for agile methods to work
well. Levy and Hazzan (2009) suggest that team rooms encourage face-to-face com-
munication within the team, which is supported by Melnik and Maurer (2004) who
discuss further how important short communication chains and face-to-face commu-
nication is for teamwork. Team rooms, and the practice of whole team that encourages
all team members to join in all team activities, also increase participation (Levy and
Hazzan 2009). Since team members are situated in a team room, they will overhear
conversations taking place in the room, such as if a member from another team or
a customer representative comes in to talk to a team member. Ryan and O’Connor
(2013) concluded that frequent high quality interactions, such as face-to-face discus-
sions, improve the amount of shared tacit knowledge in the team. They mean that
team members develop shared mental models which makes it easier for them to com-
municate, increasing effectiveness in the team. Whitworth and Biddle (2007b) does
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however give a warning that while good and frequent communication can improve
transparency and teamwork, it might also lead to stress and social exhaustion.

Pikkarainen et al.’s (2008) results support that team rooms generally affect commu-
nication, and especially informal communication, in the team positively, together with
other practices like sprint planning and daily meetings. They also found that this im-
proved informal communication decreases the need for formal communication as well
as documentation, which agrees well with the first value in the agile manifesto (Fowler
and Highsmith 2001). However, they also found some problems with these practices,
one which adds to Whitworth and Biddle’s (2007) findings of problems with stress
and social exhaustion. Pikkarainen et al. (2008) found that team rooms could create
disturbances for developers – especially when meetings where not all team members
participated were held in the team room. Turner and Boehm (2003) discuss that the in-
creased focus on informal communication in agile methods makes teams rely heavily
on knowledge residing in its members rather than formal documents. While this can
increase effectiveness, it also creates risks when the communication does not work
well enough or members leave the team, taking important knowledge with them.

McHugh et al. (2012) found that the open and frequent informal communication
in agile teams helps team members develop trust in each other. The increased trans-
parency, mostly coming from daily meetings, was found to make team members’ and
other stakeholders’ perceptions of results come closer to reality. McHugh et al. also
found agile practices to increase accountability and collective responsibility, which
also increased trust through better perceptions of what team members know and can
do. Increased trust and transparency in agile methods is supported by Laanti et al.
(2011), and Levy and Hazzan (2009) who also mentions daily meetings as an impor-
tant factor. However, Laanti et al. found that while transparency regarding progress
and problems increased, teams that were negative toward agile methods in their study
at Nokia found that transparency toward the big picture of the project decreased.

Whitworth and Biddle (2007a) describe how agile methods increase motivation
and cohesion in the teams by supporting a collective team culture. They attribute
the development of a collective team culture to that the team has a clear common
objective – to deliver the most possible value for customer in a sprint – which helps
the team have good interactions without friction. Whitworth and Biddle also suggest
that having sprints increases cohesion and energy in the team as they push together
for the sprint goal. Reaching sprint goals is suggested to increase feelings of pride
among team members, which encourages them to uphold team standards. Finally,
having a collective team culture is suggested to increase feelings of personal security
and control.

Conboy, Coyle, and Wang (2011) found evidence in 17 companies that agile meth-
ods removed specializations and instead gave the impression that developers needed
to be “masters of all trades”. This resulted in several problems, including recruitment,
training, and job satisfaction. Conboy et al. suggest finding a balance by having broad
knowledge about software development while also specializing in certain areas.

3.3 Knowledge Management background
There are several different ways to view what knowledge is and how it can be man-
aged, some of these are described by Alavi and Leidner (2001). However, making
any detailed reviews of different perspectives on knowledge is beyond the scope of
this thesis and only the perspectives that were seen as fitting best for the study are
described. I decided early in my thesis work that I would base myself on the theories
by Nonaka (1994) because I found them to be interesting and well defined, and that
they fit well with agile methods. For these theories, knowledge is defined as a justified
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belief held by an individual or group. The belief is justified by information, which is
seen as a flow of messages.

3.3.1 Knowledge creation with SECI
For Nonaka’s (1994) theories it is important to separate explicit and tacit knowledge,
first described by Polanyi (1958). Knowledge is explicit if it can be expressed, for
example by writing it down or explaining it in words. Tacit knowledge is based on
what you do and is usually tied to a context, it is personal and difficult to put in words.
Nonaka means that knowledge creation occurs through a dialogue between tacit and
explicit knowledge through Socialization, Externalization, Combination, and Inter-
nalization (SECI).

Socialization
Socialization is when individuals interact and gain tacit knowledge by sharing expe-
riences. For example this is evident in sports when a coach shows a technique and
the athlete tries to replicate it until they get the right feeling and the coach becomes
satisfied. The gained tacit knowledge remains tacit in the athlete as they would not be
able to explain in words how they do it, but can only teach someone else the technique
by showing them how to do it and sharing experiences.

Externalization
Externalization is when an individual finds a way to express their tacit knowledge in
words and thus make it explicit. This could be when a musician has created a melody
by feeling and then creates sheet music from it. This makes the knowledge easy to
transfer as another musician can simply read the music and replicate it.

Combination
Combination is when two or more individuals combine their explicit knowledge to
create new explicit knowledge. This can for example happen in an online discussion
forum where different individuals contribute their knowledge and discuss it to create
new knowledge. As the new knowledge is created through combination of different
sources of explicit knowledge, without requiring individuals to experience and learn,
the resulting knowledge is explicit.

Internalization
Internalization is when explicit knowledge is made tacit by an individual. This is
similar to the traditional view of “learning”. When you learn something through in-
ternalization you personalize the knowledge to make it tacit, so you do not simply
learn to recite what someone told you, but you actually understand what they meant.

Nonaka (1994) suggests that knowledge is created through a spiral through these
four modes of knowledge creation. For every shift of mode, the knowledge level
becomes higher, creating deeper knowledge.

3.3.2 Communities
A common way to manage knowledge is through using different kinds of communi-
ties, often referred to as communities of practice. There are several slightly different
definitions of what a community of practice is, but for the purpose of this study I will
base myself on the definition by Wenger et al. (2002, p.4):
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“Communities of practice are groups of people who share a concern, a set
of problems, or a passion about a topic, and who deepen their knowledge
and expertise in this area by interacting on an ongoing basis.”

This definition is broad as “interacting” could mean anything from writing in an
online forum to meeting face-to-face, to working together. A “concern”, “set of prob-
lems”, or “topic”, is also broad and could be virtually anything. The important thing
however is that it is a group of people who share an interest and who deepen their
knowledge through interactions, not through simply reading or listening. For this
definition, it does not matter if the group views themselves as a community or what
the intention of their interactions is, they can still be called a community of practice.
Wenger et al. (2002) describe three crucial characteristics for a community: a shared
commitment to the domain of the community, interactions between its members, and
that the members are practitioners in the domain.

Brown and Duguid (1991) also discuss communities of practice and stress that for
them to work well in, and for, an organization, the communities need to be freed from
too much structure, or canonical ways of working. The communities should instead
be autonomous and be allowed to shape themselves after reality. Brown and Duguid
mean that the communities then can bridge the gap between what the organization
perceives and reality, creating good opportunities for learning and innovation.

Boland and Tenkasi (1995) provide a different view of communities as they focus
on the making and taking of perspectives in what they call communities of knowing.
Their theory about communities of knowing is different from that of communities of
practice in that a community of knowing is built up of people with the same special-
ization or deep knowledge and puts more focus on the interaction between different
communities. Boland and Tenkasi mean that what creates a community of knowing
is that it is a group of people who share some knowledge and communicate about this
knowledge in their own way, creating their own language and making a perspective.
When the perspective has become strong enough and differentiated from the perspec-
tives of others, the community can share their perspective with people outside of the
community, allowing them to take the perspective. Boland and Tenkasi describe the
process of taking a perspective as difficult and demanding, and one that can often
break down. They state that the process involves judgment and bias to get a picture of
what others know, often resulting in overestimates of how much of one’s own knowl-
edge is shared by others. However, the process of taking a perspective is valuable,
though difficult, as Boland and Tenkasi describe it as central in utilizing and creating
knowledge in an organization.

3.3.3 Approaching knowledge differences
When individuals or communities from different practices or with different perspec-
tives meet, there are often barriers to knowledge sharing because of the large variations
in knowledge between them. Carlile (2002) discusses different levels of such varia-
tions in knowledge and suggests the use of boundary objects as a good way to high-
light the variations, or boundaries. Boundary objects were first introduced by Star
and Griesemer (1989) who suggested four different types of objects, ranging from
repositories with detailed descriptions of matters, to standardized ways to communi-
cate about matters. Within Star and Griesemer’s definition, boundary objects have a
broad scope and can take the form of many different physical, virtual, or imaginary ob-
jects that in some way aid the interactions between individuals or groups with diverse
knowledge. Wenger et al. (2002) suggests boundary objects to be good for creating
similar interpretations between different communities of practice, but I consider that
they can also be used within communities.
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In interactions between testers and developers, regardless of whether they are just
one of each or large groups, a working piece of software is an example of a boundary
object. Through using names of different elements and artefacts in the software, the
developers can explain what new functionality they have added without having to
explain details of how they implemented it that might be difficult to understand for
the testers. The working piece of software becomes an object that visualizes what
knowledge the different groups have in common and where the boundaries of their
knowledge are – a boundary object. But boundary objects can also be used within
communities, for example in a discussion between community members, one member
might have some new knowledge that he or she wants to share with the community.
To make the new knowledge easier to access for the others, he or she uses a made-
up example to explain the new knowledge using terms that the rest of the community
understands, high-lighting the new knowledge and how it differs and contributes to the
knowledge that the community already had. In creating this example, the community
member might not even need to create any physical representation, but can keep it
entirely imaginary. It is however still a boundary object, though an imaginary one.

3.4 Designing knowledge practices
There are several ways to deliberately design knowledge practices, even though some
practices work better if they exist organically (Wenger et al. 2002). Since the con-
cept of communities of practice is wide, most knowledge practices can be gathered
under that name, even though they are different in both shape and ambition. Mestad,
Myrdal, Dingsøyr, and Dybå (2007) describe how the use of communities of practice
evolved through three phases in an organization, going from seminars with one-way
information, to interest groups with planned meetings to discuss a topic, and finally
skill circles that are created and discontinued organically with few barriers to their
creation. For example, Mestad et al. argue that all three phases are communities of
practice, even though each phase became increasingly similar to Wenger et al.’s def-
inition. No one type of knowledge practice is best for all situations, but the practice
must be adapted to its environment and purpose.

McDermott (1999) discusses some common issues in organizations using cross-
functional teams. He suggests that teams can easily become isolated, which can lead
to narrow thinking as team members think more alike and are not exposed to differ-
ent opinions and people with other experiences. He suggests combining the use of
teams with use of communities of practice where employees meet people outside of
their own team and discuss experiences and knowledge. In this way, teams become
groups with common knowledge about a product, while communities become groups
with common knowledge about a domain or specialization. The teams and commu-
nities can weave together different sources and applications of knowledge to help the
organization access and use all its knowledge more effectively. McDermott calls this
a “double-knit” organization.

Wenger et al. (2002) provide seven principles for designing communities of prac-
tice:

• Design for evolution – The organic feature of the community should be em-
braced to allow for natural evolution. As the size and environment of the com-
munity changes, the functions of the community should be capable of adapting
to the changes. Wenger et al. suggest that the design with things like set meeting
times, coordinators, and meeting rooms, needs to be adapted to the nature and
stage of development of the community, but that the primary role of the design
is to catalyse the evolution of the community.
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• Open a dialogue between inside and outside – Only the members of the com-
munity know what challenges they face and how the different members can con-
tribute to solving them. However, it is often difficult for members to see the
possibilities to develop and handle knowledge in the community. This might
require an outside perspective, which can be provided by a person who is not a
member of the community, and maybe not even the same organization.

• Invite different levels of participation – Not all community members have the
same need and interest for the community, and therefore they should not be ex-
pected to participate equally. It is good to have some “core” members who par-
ticipate at most times, but other levels of participation are also good for the com-
munity. In the design of the community, Wenger et al. suggest to make it easy
to participate in the community without contributing, and that individuals who
participate but do not contribute should still feel like members of the community.

• Develop both public and private community spaces – Public events, like meet-
ings and online discussions, that are open to all members are necessary for mem-
bers to feel like a part of the community. However, Wenger et al. state that the
public events are often over-emphasized and that more private aspects, like one-
on-one discussions between community members, are important for the knowl-
edge sharing in the community. To promote the private aspects, the design should
allow for them to happen and community coordinators can try to start them.

• Focus on value – What makes community members want to participate in the
community is that it brings some kind of value for them, even if that value is
brought through that the community brings value to the organization or a team.
The value of a community is often not evident, and therefore an important aspect
in designing a community is to make sure that the value of the community is
shown to its members. This can be done through feedback from members to the
community about how the community has affected them.

• Combine familiarity and excitement – It is normal for communities to settle
into a cycle of meetings and other interactions that does not change much over
time and becomes familiar to its members. Familiarity is good for creating a com-
fort level that invites members to have relaxed discussions and be comfortable
with sharing opinions and asking for advice, because members know how the
community works and what is expected from members. However, having some
activities that break the familiar cycle of the community can help infuse new
and interesting ideas into the community to attract new members and keep exist-
ing ones engaged. Wenger et al. suggest to value familiarity in communities but
also add some excitement, for example by having some irregular or spontaneous
activities, like workshops, and participation or presentations by controversial in-
dividuals.

• Create a rhythm for the community – The events in a community create a
rhythm, for example through familiar weekly meetings creating soft beats. There
can also be stronger beats from more exciting events, and all beats do not neces-
sarily fit into the rhythm, making it faster or slower. Wenger et al. suggest that
beats created by community events ripple out to other activity among commu-
nity members, like face-to-face or online discussions, where stronger beats create
more ripples. Depending on what members expect of the community, different
speeds and strengths of the rhythm are desirable. Wenger et al. stress the impor-
tance of finding the right rhythm for the community and maintaining it through
having combinations of familiar and exciting events.
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4 Creation and sharing of
knowledge at MedTech

In this chapter, I present the findings I made during my study to provide grounds for
my analysis. The chapter begins with some background information about the case
company and its complementary knowledge practices. After that, the perceptions of
employees, as well as my own perceptions about the situation regarding agile meth-
ods and knowledge management are presented as results from interviews and obser-
vations.

4.1 Case company background
MedTech is a pseudonym for the software development department of a medium-sized
IT-company providing large software systems for the healthcare industry. They have
a wide customer base with hospitals globally using their products in different ways.
Due to a high importance of reliability and security of the products at the hospitals,
MedTech launches new releases biannually, with strict procedures for testing as well
as development to get necessary certifications. The department is distributed between
3 offices in Sweden and 2 in the UK, whereof I visited two of the ones in Sweden.
MedTech has several large competitors and aim to compete through superior quality
and innovation, putting a lot of responsibility on their employees.

4.1.1 Transition to agile methods
After having used plan-based methods with large tasks for individual employees since
the companywas founded, MedTech started using agile methods around the year 2010,
6-7 years before the study. The company took help from an experienced consultant
to make the transition to agile methods as smooth and successful as possible. The
consultant had experience from Spotify who were used as a role model for the methods
and practices. MedTech started by having one team convert to agile methods, followed
by one more and then the rest. There was some resistance toward the agile methods,
mainly since they meant that the developers would move from their private offices
to team rooms that they would share with 3-7 colleagues. From the start, all teams
used scrum and were told to follow the set-up practices and rules. When teams were
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beginning to become more comfortable with the methods, they could adapt them as
they felt best. This has led to each team using agile methods in different ways, some
more similar to kanban withWIP limits rather than sprints, but most still working with
scrum and sprints.

4.1.2 Organizational structure
At the time of the study, MedTech had about 120 employees working with develop-
ment and testing, including product owners but not managers. About 80 of these were
situated at the office that the study was mainly done at and about 10 at the other office
that I visited. The department is divided in what they call tribes that are responsible
for different product categories, each tribe with some management personnel of its
own. The name tribe is taken from Spotify, see Kniberg and Ivarsson (2012). The
tribes are of different sizes with different amounts of developers and testers, but all
developers and testers are working in teams, even when a tribe only has one team. The
basic structure is illustrated in figure 4.1. The figure does not show the actual number
of teams and tribes at MedTech, and in reality, there are 15 teams with an average of 6
members each, divided in 5 tribes. Tribes also have product owners who work closely
with the teams and who have responsibility for prioritizing their backlogs to help their
work contribute as much value to customer as possible. For everyday work, teams
work autonomously and make their own decisions about their sprints and develop-
ment work in cooperation with their product owner. It is avoided and uncommon that
management steps in to decide what teams should work on or how features should be
developed. Teams and their product owners have freedom to decide things like if more
time is needed for development of a feature, how things should work and look, and
what should be done first, without involving management. The department manager
states that they trust teams to do what they think is best, and that they are the most
knowledgeable persons to take such decisions.

All teams are cross-functional and include developers as well as testers, with some
of the developers having different specializations. Specializations are not stated in
the role of the employee, but some developers have unique experience with certain
aspects of the development, making them more effective at solving some tasks. Each
team also has a scrum master or agile coach, who is responsible for the team’s use
of the agile method they have chosen, or any adaptation of methods. Scrum masters
meet in biweekly scrum of scrums for the entire department. Management at MedTech
generally tries to find the right team for each employee, where they fit in socially and
get to work with things they are good at and enjoy. When a team has found the right
number of employees who work well together, management avoids moving members
in and out of the team. MedTech however also values that employees try different
things and there is some movement of employees between teams, from teams to other
roles, and of new employees into teams.

MedTech has stated goals to handle knowledge and innovation well, which is re-
flected in the resources they use for it. There is a seniority program where employees
who have and share a lot of knowledge receive some extra compensation and possi-
bility to go to events and take some working time to develop their knowledge. There
are also some complementary knowledge practices where a lot of resources are spent
through a high number of man-hours. There are three main complementary knowl-
edge practices at MedTech: Guilds, Explore & Share, and RAD Fridays. All these
practices are voluntary to take part in and count as paid working hours for all employ-
ees. Now follows descriptions of the backgrounds of the practices, and later in the
chapter perceptions by employees are described.
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Figure 4.1: The structure of the development department with tribes, teams, and
guilds. Teams are represented by the coloured circles.

4.1.3 Guilds
Guilds were introduced at about the same time as the agile methods by suggestion
from the agile consultant, and the concept came from Spotify. Guilds are forums
where employees from different teams and tribes who have similar competences or
are interested in a certain field meet to discuss interesting topics. Some examples of
guilds at MedTech are the agile guild, the programming guild, and the testing guild.
The department manager described the guilds as a horizontal function to share knowl-
edge between the vertical and customer-oriented structures in the tribes, meaning that
there were similar roles in different teams and tribes who normally would not meet
and discuss their expertise, so guilds were supposed to be a place to do so. An ex-
ample of how guilds can be built up with employees from different teams and tribes
is illustrated in figure 4.1. Each guild decides its own structure, but most guilds have
meetings that are time-boxed to one hour and hold them biweekly. The requirements
from the department management are that each meeting should have an agenda that is
communicated to members in advance, each guild should have a stated purpose, and
there should be measurable goals (which can be as simple as the number of attendees
at meetings). The meetings are held in video conference rooms and participation via
skype is possible. The agenda for meetings differs both between and within guilds,
where some meetings are dominated by a presentation and others are purely discus-
sions.

At the time of the study there were 5 guilds that could be considered active, which
seemed to be a normal amount. There had been occasions with both slightly more and
slightly fewer guilds. The different guilds handled different fields, each with one or
two employees who were responsible for planning meetings, often with help from the
rest of the guild. One of the active guilds at the time of study had been started recently
before the study, showing that new ones are still being started. Some guilds and topics
are more popular than others and the attendance at meetings varies from about 4 to 20,
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including those participating via skype. When interest for a guild drops, it can skip
having meetings for some time, which was observed in my study.

When guilds were introduced at MedTech, there were some suggested areas for
different guilds, but since then they have become organic, which means that they are
supposed to be created and removed when need comes and goes. The department
manager stresses the importance of keeping guilds organic and driven by interest and
passion from their members. He encourages participation in guilds but stresses that it
is voluntary, and I observed that there are several employees who do not participate
regularly in any guild. He also says that the guideline is that you should not visit
more than one guild regularly, but that it can be allowed to do so in some cases, which
was observed for a few employees. My perception was that the department manager
considered that going to more guilds would make employees lose too much time in
their sprints and most employees only had one guild that was truly relevant for their
work.

The department manager says that he does not expect explicit results from guilds
but that he thinks there are positive effects in the long term. The idea is that discussions
between employees in similar roles will improve how that role works. To make that
possible, the department manager thinks that guilds should have mandate to make
decisions for changes in the department on a reasonable level and that they should also
be able to elevate bigger decisions to be discussed by management. He also stresses
that guilds should not be something that you must go to not to miss something, but
that you should only go if you are interested. He does not see it as a requirement for
employees to visit guilds, but he wants knowledgeable people to share their knowledge
and promotes guilds as a good place to do so. He does not visit guild meetings himself
because he thinks it could affect the dynamic of the meetings negatively since other
participants could see him as being in charge of the meeting which could make it
difficult for others to take initiative. He also asks other managers to not participate
in guild meetings for the same reason. There are no rewards tied directly to guilds,
but sharing knowledge is an important part of employee reviews and can result in
compensation through seniority programs.

4.1.4 Explore & Share
Explore & Share is a more recent practice for knowledge sharing at MedTech, intro-
duced about 2-3 years prior to the study by suggestion from an employee who had had
a similar practice at a previous workplace. This employee is now responsible for coor-
dination of the practice and will be referred to as “the Explore & Share coordinator” or
simply “the coordinator”. Explore & Share is divided into two parts: reading tips and
presentations. The reading tips are e-mails with articles or other texts which can be
interesting for employees. These are sent out biweekly by the coordinator and can be
about anything related to the organization in some way, e.g. new versions of software
or programming languages, uses of different technologies, news about some new kind
of IT security threat, or similar. The e-mails usually contain links to websites where
the text is found, always with a short description of the content. The coordinator usu-
ally asks the guilds if they have any ideas for reading tips, but anyone can come with
suggestions. If there are no suggestions, the coordinator has a list of reading tips to
take from, which has not become empty so far.

The other part of Explore & Share is presentations held by employees to anyone
that is interested, hopefully about a topic that is relevant to at least some other em-
ployees. These are also held biweekly and an invitation is sent by the coordinator
to all employees a week in advance, containing a few sentences explaining what the
presentation will be about and who the presenter is. The presentations are time-boxed
to 30 minutes and are held during the end of the one hour lunch. They are also video
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recorded and live participation via Skype is possible, as well as watching the video
later. Presentations can be held by anyone about anything, but the coordinator asks
guilds if they have any interesting subjects for presentations and anyone who wants to
present. There are also some employees who hold presentations quite regularly since
they have much relevant knowledge, often because they have a role that handles things
that are relevant to many, such as software architects. Presenting at Explore & Share is
voluntary, but can be something that an employee and his/her manager agrees upon in
employee reviews if the employee holds some knowledge that might be interesting for
others to hear a presentation about. Presenters can take up to 3 hours of paid working
time to prepare for their presentation.

According to the coordinator, the purpose of Explore & Share is to inspire em-
ployees and create interests. The idea is that if an employee is inspired or becomes
interested in a topic, they will try it out or learn more about it themselves, which is of-
ten relatively simple in software development. The coordinator thinks that Explore &
Share contributes to creating and sustaining an image of working with the latest tech-
nology among employees, while also spreading some knowledge and ideas. Explore
& Share is different from guilds in that the former is focused on one-way information
where guilds are more of a dialog, and Explore & Share handles a wider spread of
knowledge compared to the more focused guilds.

4.1.5 RAD Friday
The third complementary knowledge practice at MedTech is called RAD Friday and
was introduced about 5 years prior to the study with inspiration taken from Google
Friday, which is a similar event at Google. RAD Friday occurs every 6 weeks and
is one and a half work day (12 work hours) where employees get to choose what
they want to do, as long as it can be seen as contributing to their work or to their
competence in any way. For example, the time can be used for reading up on and
experimenting with an unfamiliar technology, developing an interesting feature for a
product, or writing some scripts to make some part of daily work easier. Employees
are free to work together or alone however they like.

Sometimes, a theme is decided for a RAD Friday. This could be a technology, e.g.
machine learning, which employees then are encouraged to learn more about and try.
If there is a theme, some presentations are usually held in advance of the RAD Friday
to spread knowledge and inspiration about the theme to employees. It is however not
mandatory to do something related to the theme. At the end of each RAD Friday, a
presentation is held where anyone can demonstrate what they have done. Usually,
several such demonstrations are held, but far from all individuals and groups choose
to demonstrate. A makeshift jury selects a winner who is judged to have had the most
impressive or innovative results and receives a symbolic prize. It is fairly common
that ideas from RAD Fridays are further developed to become part of a product. The
department manager states that there have been dozens of ideas from RAD Fridays
that has been implemented without having been in backlogs previously, and several
more that have been shown to customers for feedback.

The department manager mentions several purposes with having RAD Fridays. He
says that it affects the organizational culture and boosts morale since employees are
given the trust to do whatever they want during paid working time. It is a chance
to get to know and work with colleagues that are normally in another team or tribe,
promoting unity in the organization. It promotes creativity and can generate ideas for
new features and other innovations that sometimes end up in products. Finally, it is
a chance for employees to get a break from their sprints and do something else for a
while, which can give new perspectives and insights. Themes can give extra value
if there is an area where there is a need for MedTech to explore, but the department
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manager stresses that they do not force anyone to follow the theme – the freedom
to choose what you want to do is most important. The department manager has the
perception that RAD Friday is something that most employees look forward to, but
that some get stressed or anxious because they do not know what they should do. He
also thinks it has a positive effect on knowledge and creativity as many employees try
technologies that are new to them.

4.2 Interview and observation results
In this section, the results from interviews and observations are presented. The in-
terviewees are presented in tables 4.1-4.3 below, with information about if they are
“pre-agile”, meaning if theyworked atMedTech before agile methods were introduced
there, and if they had any previous experience of working with software development
before coming to MedTech and, if so, if agile methods were used at that previous
workplace. I made this distinction because I found in interviews that there were pat-
terns that separated pre-agile employees from post-agile ones and it might be relevant
to know if they had any agile experience before coming to MedTech since that could
affect how they thought about the methods. In the following text, when I write some-
thing that can be traced back to what one or several interviewees have said, I refer
to them using the key in the leftmost column of the tables. In some cases, no one
is referred if I found it to be irrelevant, possibly damaging to the interviewee, or too
revealing of the identity of the interviewee. Some results come directly from observa-
tions, in which cases this is stated, but much of the other results have been affected by
the impressions I got from doing my observations, which is sometimes not mentioned.

Table 4.1: Team members of team A, the distributed team.

Interviewee Pre-agile Previous experience

A.1 Yes Yes, non-agile

A.2 Yes Yes, non-agile

A.3 No No
A.4 No No
A.5 No No

Table 4.2: Team members of team B.

Interviewee Pre-agile Previous experience

B.1 Yes Yes, non-agile

B.2 Yes No
B.3 No No
B.4 No Yes, agile
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Table 4.3: Team members of team C.

Interviewee Pre-agile Previous experience

C.1 Yes Yes, non-agile

C.2 Yes Yes, non-agile

C.3 No No
C.4 No No

4.2.1 Perceptions of methods and practices
In this section, the perceptions and opinions about the way employees at MedTech
work in teams, and related practices that are connected to agile methods, are described.
The section is divided in different areas that emerged as interesting during the study.

General impressions of the methods
I found that most interviewees were happywith how agilemethods affected their work,
although there were notable differences between pre-agile and post-agile employees.
Even though pre-agile employees were positive toward agile methods, they viewed
them far more critically than most post-agile employees did. The pre-agile employees
could easily compare their experiences of working with agile methods to how they
remembered it was like at MedTech before. This meant that some of them missed
certain aspects of how things were before, but also found some things to have im-
proved with agile methods. All pre-agile employees agreed that they preferred the
way they worked now over how they worked before MedTech adopted agile meth-
ods. All post-agile employees were positive toward the methods, even though two of
them expressed concerns about that only the development department, which is what I
call MedTech, and not the entire organization are working in an agile way (A.4, C.3).
“Product owners and people higher up [in the organization] have limitations that are
not very agile, like having fixed scope, fixed time, and fixed resources.” (A.4)

Regarding the work being done in the teams and their efficiency, some pre-agile
employees questioned the methods. One pre-agile interviewee mentioned that he
sometimes missed the large tasks that were common before agile methods, sometimes
stretching several months, which he could take on by himself (A.1). Two other pre-
agile interviewees said that they think individuals are less efficient in their software
development with agile methods (B.2, C.2). They both mentioned that it is difficult to
focus in the team rooms and that there are too many people taking part in decisions.

Team rooms
All interviewees mentioned that having the entire team in the same room played an
important part for how they shared knowledge and worked as a team, one intervie-
wee describing it as “[…] fundamental – it would not be the same if we had separate
rooms.” (B.1) All interviewees also said that questions in the team room, both directed
at the entire team or to a specific person, were common. One interviewee also said
that most problems in the team were solved by simply saying in the team room that
there was a problem, which then resulted in collaboration to solve the problem (B.3).
Even though there were negative aspects, interviewees seemed to find that team rooms
had a positive effect. One pre-agile interviewee said: “In general, it is more difficult
to get [flow] when working agile with team rooms, but it is probably better for the
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working environment because there are people to ask things to and discuss with who
are working on the same things.” (C.2)

Another pre-agile interviewee mentioned that he first had a hard time with moving
from his private office to a team room because he thought it would be difficult to
focus. The same interviewee also said “[…] it is more difficult to get [flow] now than
what it was [with private offices]”, which he attributes to more disturbances and noise
(B.2). However, he also sees positive sides with the disturbances and mentions that it
is good that when some people talk about something in the team room, the others hear
and can easily join in, possibly providing or gaining important information (B.2). It
varied how easily disturbed interviewees found themselves to be, and observations in
the offices in general showed that it was common to use headphones while working.
In one case, an employee even had his own room with a door directly into the team
room as he had difficulty focusing otherwise (C.1). However, he said that he still is
easy to reach for the team as they can just go over to his room. The rest of the team
did not have problems with that but said that they would not disturb him if he had his
door closed or was set to “busy” on skype (C.3, C.4).

From just being in the office, I found it to be common that members of different
teams went to other team rooms to ask, explain, or discuss things. I did not observe
such interactions closely as I did not want to intrude, but I got the impression that
they were focused on knowledge and experiences of how different implementations
and tests could be done. Sometimes a member of one team went to the team room of
someone else and sat by their computer for a while, talking while looking at the screen.
Other times, one or a few members of one team would go to another team room and
have an informal meeting with the entire team. These types of things happened daily
in most teams.

The distributed team had their team room separated in two offices, about 2 hours by
car away from each other. One office with 2 members and the other with 3. However,
they found it to work well and that it was similar to having a single team room thanks
to a virtual window with cameras and large TV screens in both offices that were on for
most of every day. They also had microphones for the virtual window but those were
only turned on when there were team meetings or someone wanted to discuss some-
thing that required people from both offices. The team members from the different
offices also aimed to meet each other every other week, but the need for that had de-
creased since they got the virtual window (A.4). They also had a text based chat where
they asked questions, often directed at the entire team and answered by whoever had
time and knowledge to do so. The chat was also used for small talk and jokes, which
was seen as important by all team members as they missed those aspects of working
in a team that a co-located team gets at lunch, coffee breaks or casual talk in the team
room. It was also common that questions in the chat resulted in skype calls between
two or a few team members. Similar chats were used by the other studied teams, but
not as actively.

Teamwork
All interviewees felt comfortable with asking for help in the team room and generally
knewwho in the teamwould be best to ask or at least felt that they would somehow get
help. One interviewee described the atmosphere in the team as “open and supportive”
(B.4), which Iwould say is consistent withwhat other interviewees said, as well aswith
what observations showed. All interviewees felt a team spirit in their respective teams,
and also collective responsibility for the tasks they were working on. One interviewee
said: “We do things that are uncomfortable for ourselves to help the team.” (A.1)
Another interviewee said: “Sometimes you are disturbed [by questions], but it’s in the
nature of the team and when I get stuck I want to get help quickly. [The work in the
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team] is more effective if you sometimes disturb or get disturbed than if you prioritize
a more focused atmosphere.” (A.5)

Questions about whether it was a goal that all teammembers should be knowledge-
able about all tasks that the team was working with was something that split intervie-
wees, both between and within teams. Most interviewees felt that everyone in the
team should at least have some basic knowledge about what everyone else in the team
was doing and that it was fine to take on tasks to learn, even though it would decrease
effectiveness (A.1, A.2, A.4, A.5, B.3, B.4, C.1, C.3). However, only a few thought
that anyone in the team should be able to perform any, or almost any, task in the team
(A.4, A.5). Others found it to be more important to get tasks done as fast as possible,
meaning that the team member that would do the task most effectively should take it
(A.1, C.2).

My impression from interviews and observations was that there was some differ-
ence between teams regarding how they thought tasks should be divided among team
members. I found team A to have the general intention that all team members should
be able to do most tasks, although there were some tasks relating to older software that
they found it unnecessary for everyone to learn about since that software would not be
used much longer. Some minor specializations were visible in team A. In team B, my
impression was that it was up to each team member if they wanted to specialize in an
area or rather wanted to be generalists, but that all members should have some basic
knowledge about everything the team did. Two of the members of team B had broad
specializations and avoided some tasks while they favoured other tasks. Team C was
working with a quite narrow part of a product and the two pre-agile members, who
were developers, had a lot of experience in the area. They had a quite clear division
of tasks between those two developers, leaving more general tasks to the post-agile
members.

Knowledge sharing in the teams
When asked about the most common way of sharing knowledge in the team, simply
talking and asking questions openly or directed at someone in the team room was
mentioned by all interviewees. Another answer to how knowledge was shared in the
team was through code reviews (A.1, B.1, B.2, B.3, C.4). Interviewees felt that code
reviews often were a good way to share knowledge about how to write good code,
especially if the code author and reviewer had different amounts of experience (B.2).
The reviews were said to give knowledge both to the author of the code and to the
reviewer, as the reviewer could read and understand code that someone else hadwritten
and the author got advice on how the code could be improved (B.1).

Finally, another way of sharing knowledge in the team that was mentioned by about
half of the interviewees was through pair programming (A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, B.1,
B.3). Pair programming was mentioned positively by all members in team A, but
none in teamC. In teamC, the two post-agile interviewees questioned the efficiency of
pair programming and felt uncomfortable with taking time from the more experienced
developers (C.3, C.4). However, a post-agile interviewee in team B found it to be an
excellent way to learn (B.3). By the proponents, pair programming was said to be
an efficient way to gain knowledge, both for the person writing and for the person
watching and helping from the side (A.2).

Daily meetings
Daily meetings were appreciated by all interviewees except one, who found that the
team members communicated well anyways (C.2). Observations showed that they
were kept short, normally between 5 and 10 minutes, and they were found to be a
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good way to synch the team. Several interviewees considered it an important practice
to truly work as a team and promote team spirit (A.2, A.3, A.5, B.2, B.3, C.3, C.4,).
They also mentioned that an important feature of daily meetings was that it gave the
team a few minutes where everyone was gathered and saw and listened to each other,
which allowed teammembers to better understand if someone had problems, was tired,
or similar. This wasmentioned bymembers of the distributed team to be of even higher
importance for them as they usually do not get chances to just talk to each other over
coffee or in the team room (A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5). In team B, observations showed
that the product owner was present for almost all daily meetings, while the product
owners of the other two teams were there for approximately half of the meetings or
less. The product owners were there to keep track of what the teams were doing and
to keep them in the right direction. This was appreciated by the teams as they could
get quick answers about priorities and such (A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, B.1).

4.2.2 Perceptions of complementary knowledge practices
In this section, perceptions and opinions about the different complementary knowl-
edge practices at MedTech are described, starting with guilds and going on with Ex-
plore & Share, and finally RAD Friday.

Guilds
What interviewees wanted from guilds varied; where some wanted a forum for de-
ciding best practices (B.2), some wanted discussions (A.5, B.3), some wanted mainly
presentations (C.1, C.2), and one wanted a combination of these (A.4). These vari-
ations were present between guilds as well as within them. The guilds themselves
decided how their meetings should work, and observations showed that this usually
seemed to be done in a democratic way within the guild by letting guild members
vote about things like topics for upcoming meetings and ways that meetings should
be held. However, in some guilds the form of meetings varied a lot, possibly due to
that responsibility for planning meetings was rotated between guild members.

There was some variation in whether interviewees thought guilds were a good place
to make decisions about best practices and similar things. One interviewee found it to
be common that guild meetings resulted in decisions about best practices or standards
and that one needed to be there to be a part of those decisions (B.2). Others however
questioned why guilds would have any power to make decisions that would affect
others, as it varied who visited the meetings (C.1, C.2). Some said that guilds were
good for discussing alternatives before decisions, but that the actual decision should
be made somewhere else (A.4, C.1, C.4). In my observations, I saw no occurrences
where formal decisions were made at guilds, but it was common that good ways to
do different things were discussed. This sometimes resulted in changes to how these
things were done in the teams of those that participated in the meeting.

Perceptions of whether guild meetings mostly deepened knowledge or rather
mostly worked to create a breadth of knowledge among members varied. Some in-
terviewees said that no deep knowledge was discussed on meetings, either because
they were too short (A.1, B.4), or because they needed to adapt to the members who
were least knowledgeable about the topic (A.5). However, another interviewee stated
that guild meetings could discuss deep knowledge and that not every meeting needed
to be understandable for everyone (C.1). Another interviewee said that some meet-
ings discussed deeper knowledge, but that those meetings were not very well-visited
(A.4). Yet another interviewee said that guild meetings mostly broadened his knowl-
edge which was good for increasing his understanding of different areas and that he
visited them to feel more needed, as he then could help others (C.3). My impression
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was that the depth of knowledge varied depending on the topic. When a meeting dis-
cussed a topic that all participants were familiar with, it was natural that it touched
deeper knowledge. There were also meetings that discussed topics that none or few of
the participants had a lot of knowledge about, resulting in broadening of knowledge.

Almost all interviewees said that they felt comfortable with asking questions at
guild meetings if they did not understand something, although most stated that there
was rarely a need to ask anything. An exception was an interviewee that was a mem-
ber of a guild about an area that he was not knowledgeable in but wanted to learn more
about, who felt that it would take too much time from the meeting if he asked about ev-
erything, and instead found answers by himself later (A.3). Observations showed that
there were lots of questions at most guild meetings, even if the meeting was focused
on a presentation. Some guild meetings were almost entirely driven by questions. For
example, if one member showed a demonstration of how to use some framework, the
other members asked questions that decided what the demonstrator would show and
explain. However, while active participation by those that went to a meeting was im-
portant, I observed several meetings where some participants were silent for the entire
meeting. No pressure was put on silent participants to be more active.

One interviewee stated that he often chose to not go to guild meetings mainly be-
cause he found them to be ineffective (C.2). He referred to that the meetings often
lacked structure and resulted in “a general discussion about complaints about [some
tool, framework or similar] and when they left after an hour they had not accomplished
anything.” This is something that I recognized in some guild meetings that I observed,
while others were completely different. Some meetings could contain a short presen-
tation about a subject for discussion, followed by about 45 minutes of discussions that
quickly got stuck on a small part of what the presenter had planned to be discussed.
This could for example be because members had conflicting opinions or perceptions
and had difficulty understanding each other, or because the presentation was unclear
and there were misunderstandings. Other meetings could for example be focused on
learning about some tool through having guild members use it live on a large screen,
or on discussions about experiences in the teams. These meetings would often have a
natural flow that gave a feeling of effective learning. However, there were also meet-
ings that were mostly discussions that still had a good flow, with different members
contributing with experiences and asking questions that kept the discussion going.

Most interviewees said that they sometimes shared knowledge and experiences
gained in the team at guild meetings, while only a few said that they shared knowl-
edge from the guild with the team. There were two main explanations to why they
did not share knowledge with the team. First, they felt that if the team was interested
they would have been at the meeting (A.4). Second, the entire team usually went
to the same meetings (B.3, C.1). In the latter case, some interviewees said that they
sometimes discussed the meeting with team members afterwards (B.3). Observations
showed that sharing experiences from the team at guild meetings happened naturally
when the meeting was about something that members had experience with from their
team. I found guild members to be open about their experiences at guild meetings,
even about things that were not working well in their team. I observed few occasions
where guild members talked about meetings, though I did not search for such inter-
actions and they could have happened without my knowledge. Guild meetings were
in a few cases mentioned briefly at lunch or coffee brakes, but I observed no bigger
conversations about them.

During my observations, I only saw one occurrence where a guild did something
out of the ordinary as they took a full day of discussions at a location away from the of-
fices. All other activity was focused on guild meetings, often held biweekly. Though
different topics attracted different participants, there was normally a core group that
came to most meetings and less active members that came to some meetings. It some-
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times happened that people from other departments within the organization visited
guild meetings.

Explore & Share
About half of the interviewees said that they physically go to Explore & Share pre-
sentations regularly, i.e. about 25-50 % of the occasions (A.5, B.1, B.2, B.4, C.1, C.2,
C.3, C.4). A few said that they rarely saw the presentations live but regularly watched
the recordings (A.2, A.3, A.4), and one sometimes watched them live via skype (A.1).
Some interviewees said that they did not go to some or all presentations because they
wanted to do other things on their lunch (A.3, A.4, B.3), and one said that he some-
times did not go because he did not want to lose working time (C.3). About half of
the ones that watched presentations regularly said that they aimed to go whenever the
topic sounded relevant to them (A.3, A.4, A.5, B.2, B.4, C.1, C.3), while some seemed
to disregard how relevant the topic was for them (A.1, A.2, B.1, C.2, C.4). Most of
those who watched presentations said that they at least sometimes found them to be
inspiring (A.1, A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, C.1, C.2, C.4). Regarding the reading tips part of
Explore & Share, only 5 of the interviewees mentioned them. Of those, 2 said that
they found it to be too time-consuming to read them (A.5, C.3), 1 said that he reads
the descriptions in the e-mail, but rarely the article (B.4), and the final 2 said that they
regularly read the reading tips (A.1, A.2).

Observations showed that the presentations were quite well-visited, often with
about 15-30 listeners. I found the presentations to be well-prepared and kept on a
level where I could understand most of what they said even though I do not have ex-
perience with working with the products at MedTech. My impression was that the
presentations were generally appreciated by those who listened to them and questions
and comments during, or at the end of, presentations were common. My method lim-
ited how well I could study the use and effects of reading tips, where for example
surveys could have been a good addition. My impression was however that the read-
ing tips were not as important for the sharing and creation of knowledge at MetTech
as the presentations or the other studied practices.

RAD Friday
All interviewees said that they generally enjoyed RAD Fridays, even though a few
said that it could sometimes be difficult to come up with something to do which could
become stressful (B.2, B.4, C.1). Most interviewees also said that RAD Fridays often
were inspiring, mentioning the demonstrations at the end as well as the entire event
with the time for development or learning (A.1, A.2, A.4, A.5, B.1, B.3, B.4, C.3).
Most interviewees described the purpose of RAD Fridays as mainly focused on getting
some time to develop or try out things that they did not have time for otherwise (A.1,
A.2, A.3, A.4, A.5, B.1, B.3, B.4, C.1, C.2). The rest found the purpose to rather
be focused on promotion of creativity, competence development, and generating new
ideas (B.2, C.3, C.4).

Some interviewees mentioned that RAD Friday was a practice where there was
no pressure to accomplish anything. They felt that they could try things that they
knew would be difficult to succeed with and be innovative, because there were no
expectations from anyone (A.5, B.1, C.2, C.3). A few interviewees said that they
sometimes worked with others to be able to achieve more during the limited time of
the practice, often with people from other teams and tribes (A.3, A.4). Some also
said that they felt like RAD Fridays increased their overall feeling of happiness and
motivation at work, and not just during the practice (A.1, A.2, A.4, B.1). Some said
that they had RAD Fridays in the backs of their heads at many times, thinking about
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ideas that they could develop there (A.4, B.2, B.4, C.4). One interviewee said: “When
you come up with something [i.e. a problem or an idea] you know there will be an
occasion to do something about it.” (B.1)

Since RAD Fridays only happened once every 6 weeks and were mostly focused
on doing things like programming and reading by one’s own computer, or with a few
colleagues, it was difficult to study the practice. I was only present at MedTech for two
RAD Fridays, during which I tried to get a feel of the practice from observing different
presentations and talking to employees at lunch and coffee breaks. My impressions
were in line with what interviewees said as I found most employees to have a good
time experimenting with new technologies or fixing things they had not found time
for in sprints. I also saw occurrences where employees seemed a bit stressed about
coming up with a good idea about what to do, and some trying to find someone that
they could team up with. At the demonstration at the end of the practice, I got the
impression that at least some of the employees demonstrating their results were proud
to do so, and that many of the listeners were interested and impressed. In general, I
found that most employees seemed to participate in the practice and that there was a
slight shift in atmosphere as people talked about their ideas with some excitement and
curiosity.
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5 Analysis

In this chapter, I analyse the data from my study in relation to my frame of reference
from literature. The structure of the chapter is that I begin by analysing teams, fol-
lowed by tribes and inter-team interactions. I then go on with sections for the three
complementary knowledge practices at MedTech, followed by a section about how
these five different forums work together.

5.1 Teams
Teams are the producing units at MedTech and are built up by developers and testers.
They are supposed to be cross-functional and contain all the skills that are needed
to solve any of the tasks that can come their way. The ambition of each team is to
produce as much value to customers as possible in every sprint. How this is done is
up to the teams themselves, but there will always be a need to manage knowledge
in an effective way. Sometimes, the required knowledge will be present in the team
member that is doing a task, and then it is easy to apply the knowledge to complete
the task. More often, a task will require knowledge that is spread out among team
members, requiring knowledge sharing and teamwork to happen. In some cases, the
required knowledge might not even exist within the team, and knowledge will need
to be found outside of the team or created. All this knowledge management can be
made easier by several different characteristics in teams. Below, I first analyse the
environment and characteristics of teams, and then go on to analyse how knowledge
is created and shared within this environment.

5.1.1 The team environment and characteristics
For scrum, Schwaber and Beedle (2002, p.37) write: “A Scrum Team self-organizes
so that everyone contributes to the outcome. Each team member applies his or her
expertise to all of the problems.” At MedTech, I found that some teams and team
members supported goals that anyone in the team should be able to do almost any task.
Others rather supported specializations within the team, referring to higher efficiency
and job satisfaction. According to the above quote, both of these opinions are valid
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within the scrum method, as long as everyone in the team contributes to the outcome.
However, even if team members are specialized in one area, they should use their
expertise to contribute to solving all tasks in the team, even if they are not directly
related to their area of expertise. Schwaber and Beedle (2002, p.37) suggest that this
will “improve code quality and raise productivity.”

This is supported by Conboy et al. (2011) who found problems when team mem-
bers in their study felt like they had to have detailed knowledge about all areas relevant
to the team. They suggested the solution to be a balance between a specialization and
broad knowledge, which means that all team members should understand all tasks
well enough to be able to contribute with the perspective they have gained through
their specialization. This results in teams where team members are different in their
specializations, but have some common knowledge regarding the tasks the team is
working on. There can of course also be several team members with the same special-
ization if that is necessary to increase productivity, or robustness as they can cover up
for temporary and lasting losses of team members, i.e. sickness, parental leave, etc.
Depending on what a team is responsible for, there will be needs for different levels of
diversity. For example, a team that is responsible for maintenance and development
of a certain part of an existing product, e.g. the servers of a web-based products, will
only have members that are specialized within that area. A team that is responsible
for developing a new product that includes different parts, like server, user interface,
etc., will need more diversity. In both cases, a broad understanding of the tasks of
the team among all team members is necessary for them to be able to contribute with
their expertise to all tasks. This broad understanding, and to keep a balance with the
specializations, is not easy to achieve in practice.

At MedTech, I found that there were differences between the teams but that most
of the developers had specializations, while some were striving to be generalists. My
impressionwas however that all teammembers did their best to contribute to the team’s
sprint goal and efficiency, and did so using their skills in the way they found best. This
could be attributed to the cohesion and strong focus provided through having a clear
goal in the sprints, as suggested by Whitworth and Biddle (2007a). Depending on
how a team chose to distribute the knowledge in the team, with clear specializations
or more toward that everyone should be able to do anything, different characteristics
were created. I got the impression that teams with more of a goal that everyone should
at least have some basic knowledge about everything the team did had more effective
communication. Teams with clear specializations seemed to have less knowledge in
common between members which made it more difficult to understand each other.

To be able to know and understand what other team members were doing and con-
tribute to that, high levels of communication is necessary. Like Levy and Hazzan
(2009) and Pikkarainen et al. (2008), I found team rooms to increase face-to-face
communication in the teams. The close communication also increases transparency in
the team, especially the communication that occurs at daily meetings (McHugh et al.
2012; Levy and Hazzan 2009; Laanti et al. 2011). I found that the transparency and
communication made teammembers aware of what was happening in the team, which
created opportunities to contribute knowledge to what others were doing. For exam-
ple, I found it common during daily meetings that when one teammember spoke about
what he or she was doing, others would ask questions and give feedback that could
help him or her complete the task faster or with higher quality. While members of
teams with clear specializations could not understand everything that other members
were doing or discussed, I still found them to be interested and attempted to help each
other using the knowledge they had when relevant.

High levels of close communication also had positive effects relating to the short-
ened communication chains and improved teamwork as suggested by Melnik and
Maurer (2004), as well as a reduced need for formal communication (Pikkarainen et
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al. 2008). McHugh et al. (2012) suggest that the awareness of the other teammembers
that comes with the communication and transparency can also increase trust. I found
that team members had no problems with letting other team members do tasks that
would affect their own work, meaning that they trust each other to do what they say
they will do. This seemed to be much due to that they knew that they would get daily
updates of each team member’s progress. Once team members had worked together
for a while, they had seen what the others could do and found it even easier to trust
them with important tasks.

In summary, the environment of teams is one of diversity of knowledge and skills.
There is close communication and high levels of transparency, and teammembers trust
in each other and work cohesively to reach sprint goals.

5.1.2 Sharing and creating knowledge in teams
For everyone in the team to understand what everyone else is doing, a lot of knowl-
edge must be shared almost constantly during the sprints. This includes several areas
and types of knowledge, like practical knowledge about certain systems, frameworks,
and tools, knowledge about what customers want and need, knowledge about who
knows what internally and externally of the team, and knowledge about what is cur-
rently happening in the team. When using agile methods, most of this knowledge is
kept tacit for most of the time, since there is minimal documentation. However, there
is frequent communication, which requires team members to make their knowledge
explicit through externalization (Nonaka 1994). Ryan and O’Connor (2013) found in
their empirical study that high quality interactions, preferably face-to-face, in the team
is crucial for the development of a shared set of tacit knowledge in the team, which
they suggest relates to higher effectiveness.

I found at MedTech that close communication in the teams is common, both during
practices like daily meetings, sprint planning, and retrospectives, and informally and
spontaneously in the team rooms. These frequent and high quality interactions allow
for sharing as well as creation of knowledge. This can also be related to theories
about communities of practice (Wenger et al. 2002; Brown and Duguid 1991) as well
as communities of knowing (Boland and Tenkasi 1995). Comparing to Wenger et
al.’s definition of communities of practice, it is obvious that a team shares “a set of
problems”, this being their sprint and backlog. It is also clear that team members
“interact on an ongoing basis”, since they sit in the same room most of every work
day and communicate frequently, with a minimum of once every day during daily
meetings. I would also say that they “deepen their knowledge and expertise” through
their interactions. Even though this might not be an explicit goal in the teams, the
members’ knowledge and expertise is deepened through their interactions since they
are directed at solving difficult problems, and to do that each member needs to have
deep knowledge and expertise. Over time, deep knowledge and expertise is developed
in all team members.

Brown and Duguid (1991) provide insight about the importance of keeping teams
autonomous and close to the reality of customers, which is highly relevant to teams.
Teams are autonomous in many aspects, and at MedTech the department manager
stated that teams have the power to take many decisions about their products on their
own. However, having teams or teammembersmeet with customers often is expensive
and difficult, considering the geographical spread of customers and that they are busy.
Few personal interactions with customers limits the view of reality for teams, and
makes them rely on the view provided by internal product owners, who have more
contact with customers. As suggested in scrum (Schwaber and Beedle 2002), the
product owner is responsible for the backlog and the tasks and priorities within it at
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MedTech. If the product owner also needs to be a representative for a wide array of
customers and understand their realities, it becomes a difficult role to manage.

Since agile teams, including teams at MedTech, are supposed to be cross-
functional, they do not naturally relate to communities of knowing where members
are supposed to share a specialization (Boland and Tenkasi 1995). However, if the
shared specialization in the teams is viewed as the product that the team is working on
rather than the individual skills in the team, one might say that teams can be viewed
as communities of knowledge. The team members share knowledge about the prod-
uct the team is responsible for and make a perspective through the language they use
when they talk about it. Considering that each team is responsible for different prod-
ucts, or different parts of the same product, it is possible that the teams make different
perspectives because of the differences between their products or parts. For example,
a team working with a user interface might make a perspective that is closely related
to what customers need and know, while a team working with backend might make a
perspective that is more related to e.g. performance. Though taking of perspectives
between so widely separated teams is difficult, at least some success in doing so can
open for new insights and innovations as teams and their members become aware of
issues and solutions in areas that they would never have contact with normally.

AtMedTech, there were differences between teams regarding how clear specializa-
tions team members had, resulting in different amounts of shared knowledge between
team members. Teams with more specializations had less shared knowledge between
members, which I found resulted in more difficulties in discussing knowledge, and
making a perspective. Thus, teams with more of a goal that all members should be
able to do any task relates more closely to Boland and Tenkasi’s (1995) theories and
are likely to have a stronger perspective. All teams however had plenty of shared
knowledge about their products and I found it difficult, or even impossible, to under-
stand what team members were saying when they talked about details of their product
at daily meetings, which hints that their language is not that simple. Considering that
each team is its own community of knowing and has made their own perspective, all
interactions between teams create opportunities for perspective taking. Stronger per-
spectives make it more difficult, but possibly also more rewarding, for people outside
of the team to take the perspective. Some teams at MedTech work with things that
relate closely to what other teams do, which makes their perspectives more similar,
which should make it easier for them to take each other’s perspectives.

5.2 Tribes and inter-team interactions
Tribes, containing different numbers of teams that work with the same product cat-
egory, create the inter-team organization at MedTech. Since the teams in each tribe
work with the same products or products that are closely related, some interaction and
coordination between the teams is necessary. There are however few formal interac-
tions between members of teams in the same tribe, and the tribes rather seem to rely on
informal communication andmeetings. As suggested by Schwaber and Beedle (2002),
scrum of scrums are held where scrum masters from all teams meet and update each
other on what their teams are doing. However, since they are held for the entire depart-
ment and kept rather short, there is not much time to share experiences, and it mostly
serves as a status report and some minor coordination. This somewhat increases the
transparency between teams, but relies on that the scrum masters communicate the
information to their teams and that team members follow up on the information to
provide opportunities for knowledge sharing.

If teams are viewed as communities of knowing as described above, interactions
between teams are valuable. Since teams are working on different products or tasks,
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they will gain different experiences and knowledge. Some of this knowledge can
be reusable by other teams as they encounter similar problems, which happens for
teams in the same tribe working with the same product as well as teams working with
different products that might have similar parts. The informal interactions between
members of different teams mentioned in section 4.2.1 can definitely handle this well,
but rely on team members to know who knows what in other teams and take their own
initiatives to find the relevant knowledge. More formal interactions between teams
could increase transparency to make it easier to know who one can ask about what,
making the informal interactions more effective.

5.3 Guilds
As described in section 4.1.3, guilds are groups where members meet to discuss topics
that are of interest for them, regardless of what tribe or team they come from. The idea
behind why guilds are needed and what they should do is similar to what I described
in section 3.4 that McDermott (1999) found. There are different guilds that handle
different knowledge areas, and all topics for meetings in a guild should be within or
related to the guild area. The department manager at MedTech described that there are
no expectations of explicit results to be generated from guilds, but rather that they will
have implicit results in the long term through enabling discussions between people in
similar roles. The topic and layout of guildmeetings varies, where some are focused on
sharing experiences between different teams, while at some meetings, guild members
will discuss things that are new to all members and attempt to understand them. Below,
I first analyse how guilds at MedTech have been designed and what characteristics can
be seen, followed by analysis of sharing and creation of knowledge in guilds.

5.3.1 The design and characteristics of guilds
How guilds are designed and work at MedTech has several similarities to the design
principles for communities of practice suggested by Wenger et al. (2002). The guilds
are kept organic, which is evident in that the activity in guilds varies, and new ones
are created . Within guilds, the topics and layouts of meetings are generally decided
upon by votes or consensus among guild members, which ensures that topics are rel-
evant and interesting to at least some of the members. However, the rhythm of the
most active guilds is steady, but not very strong since the activity is concentrated on
biweekly meetings where it is rare that something extraordinary or exciting happens.
The occurrence where a guild took a full day of discussions at a location away from
the offices shows that exciting things can happen in guilds at MedTech, even though
it seems to be rare. I got the feeling that guilds were found to be familiar for meeting
regulars, going to meetings every other week and discussing topics with other mem-
bers. However, since it varied who visited the meetings, that variation could make
the meetings less similar to each other, possibly making them more exciting. If guild
members or management want guilds to help employees get more new ideas and create
innovations, there should be more exciting events. But if guild members and manage-
ment only want a place to discuss topics in a relaxed way, the current focus on familiar
meetings is positive.

As recommended by Wenger et al. (2002), different levels of participation are al-
lowed and exist in the guilds. Somemembers go to most meetings, while more go only
when they find the topic to be interesting and I found that guild members did not pres-
sure each other to contribute to the discussion at the meeting, letting some members
sit quietly if they wanted to. Since participation in meetings via skype is possible, it
is also easy to watch the meeting silently and leave without interrupting or being rude
to the other members . Further, as suggested by Wenger et al., there is some dialogue
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between the inside and the outside of the guilds, i.e. guild regulars and others. From
what I have seen, the outsiders only consist of other employees at MedTech who do
not usually go to the guild in question . Even though it is good to get some input from
outsiders in that way, it could be even better with someone from another organization
with other experiences of communities. Such visits could possibly give a different
perspective of the guilds and their possibilities.

Guilds provided a good public community space through their meetings, but I did
not see signs of regular use of private spaces, as suggested important by Wenger et
al. (2002). There were a few occasions where guild meetings were mentioned in pri-
vate spaces, but bigger discussions between guild members were only observed at the
meetings. It might be that there was more use of private spaces but that I missed those
in my observations because I could not know where they would take place. Use of pri-
vate spaces was however not mentioned by any of my interviewees, but neither was it
something that I had thought about at the time or asked about. Considering only what
use of private spaces I had seen, the minimal use of them could be a sign that guild
members were not very passionate of, or excited by, guilds, as they would otherwise
naturally want to talk about them more. However, I think it is likely that more use of
private spaces existed without my knowledge.

5.3.2 Sharing and creating knowledge in guilds
Based on my observations and impressions, I found that guild members trusted and
respected each other enough to be able to be open about their experiences in their
respective teams and listen to, and learn from, the experiences of others. Without
this trust and respect, members might have been reluctant to share because of fear
of being criticized or disrespected. I think the design of guilds with having them
completely voluntary and allowing for different levels of participation, as suggested
by Wenger et al. (2002), play an important role in building this trust and respect. I
think that through having all guild members make a choice to go to each meeting, most
members will make that choice based on if theywant to learnmore about the topic. The
resulting participants at each meeting have all prioritized the meeting over working
on their sprint, and should thereby have a strong interest to learn. Since learning at
guild meetings often relies on listening to and discussing knowledge and experiences
of others, it lies in everyone’s interest to respect whoever is talking. As it becomes
obvious that the ones talking are respected, more participants become comfortable
with sharing, even if that might not have been their original intention when deciding
to go to the meeting. The result is an atmosphere of learning. I also think that it is
important that all participants at meetings feel like equals, which was supported at
MedTech by having managers not going to the meetings.

When guilds work well and have a core group of members with the same or closely
related expertise, they will start discussing their knowledge in a distinct way and de-
velop a common perspective. They then become a community of knowing, as de-
scribed by Boland and Tenkasi (1995). However, since the participants at meetings
vary, the core group needs to have their discussions at meetings at a level which is un-
derstandable for everyone who participates. While the interactions with guild mem-
bers who do not yet share the perspective of the core group can provide new ideas
and insights in the making of the perspective, it can also limit the strength and depth
of the perspective. Introducing more private discussions between core members can
allow them to go deeper in the making of their perspective. The guild meetings can
then become a place where the core group shares their perspective with other mem-
bers, sharing their deep knowledge. This can allow less active members to gain deep
knowledge through taking the perspective of the core group who have thought about
and discussed the knowledge thoroughly.
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Sharing knowledge between guild members with highly different amounts of
knowledge about a topic is not easy. It might result in discussions that get stuck,
as I described in section 4.2.2, which can be dangerous for guilds as it might create
ineffectiveness, or at least perceptions of it. As shown by one interviewee, this can re-
sult in reluctance to visit guild meetings. Star and Griesemer (1989) and Carlile (2002)
suggest using boundary objects to highlight what differences there are between indi-
viduals or groups. At some guild meetings, live demos or well-explained examples
were used, which I think are good examples of boundary objects. I found such meet-
ings to generally be more effective than meetings where discussions did not have such
a strong connection to any physical, virtual, or imaginary object.

At MedTech, the boundary objects were normally used for one guild meeting only,
possibly creating a new boundary object for the next meeting. This is natural since it
could vary a lot who visited the meetings, resulting in different knowledge boundaries.
To avoid that the creation of boundary objects takes up too much time at meetings,
I think they should be kept simple and be prepared beforehand when possible, for
example through prepared demos and presentations. I think that more elaborate use of
boundary objects at guild meetings could make the meetings more effective, providing
better results and more perceived effectiveness for members.

5.4 Explore & Share
As described in section 4.1.4, the ambition of the coordinator of Explore & Share is for
the practice to inspire people and create interests. To do this, there are presentations
and reading tips, that generally focus on quite basic knowledge and lays grounds for
employees to learn more on their own. I found that the presentations are popular and
appreciated, but that it seemed to be rather common to not read the reading tips. The
given explanations from two interviewees that it was too time-consuming to read the
reading tips is understandable, but I found that most reading tips were rather short
and would take less than 30 minutes to read, making them faster than presentations. I
would rather say that the issue is that it is more difficult to find time for reading than
going to a presentation because you do it on your own and can easily postpone the
reading to work on your sprint instead, possibly forgetting to read at all. Presentations
also have a social aspect where you might want to listen because you know the person
who is presenting, which is not the case for reading tips. Further, the disturbances in
team rooms mentioned by some employees can make it hard to get sufficient focus
to read in an effective and satisfying way. However, in general I found that Explore
& Share did what it was meant to do and spread some interest and inspiration, even
though probably mainly through the presentations rather than the reading tips.

5.5 RAD Friday
The department manager at MedTech said that there are several purposes with having
RAD Fridays, see section 4.1.5. In short, the purposes he saw were as follows.

1. It positively affects culture and morale.

2. Employees get to work with people outside of their team.

3. It promotes creativity.

4. Employees get a break from their sprints which can help provide new perspec-
tives.
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His perception was that most employees look forward to RAD Fridays and that it
has a positive effect on knowledge and creativity, also resulting in new ideas that are
implemented in products, or are shown to customers for feedback.

Though RAD Fridays were somewhat difficult to study using my method, I got
some impressions of what employees thought about them and how they affected the
department through interviews and observations. I found that RAD Friday was an
appreciated practice by most employees, who valued the time to get to do things that
would not fit into their sprints, and try out ideas. My impressionwas that most employ-
ees enjoyed getting some time to decide completely on their own what they wanted to
do, while some put pressure on themselves to produce good results, sometimes mak-
ing them stressed or anxious by the practice. Many also spoke to each other about
ideas, showing curiosity as well as excitement, which created a slight shift in atmo-
sphere that I think could have a positive effect on creativity. Some also worked with
colleagues during the RAD Fridays, both within and between teams and tribes. These
results show that the last three purposes mentioned by the department manager are
visible in the outcomes of RAD Fridays. The side effect of making some employ-
ees stressed and anxious is however not good, but I think that steps can be taken to
decrease it. For example, by providing more support with coming up with ideas for
those who struggle, or being more clear with the purpose of the practice, to avoid that
employees feel any pressure coming from the organization.

In the long run, I think that also the first purpose mentioned by the department
manager, about culture and morale, can be fulfilled by RAD Fridays. Employees get
the feeling that the organization and management values their ideas and creativity,
which makes them more proud and more likely to think about, and express, ideas.
This was supported by that some interviewees mentioned having RAD Fridays in the
backs of their heads often, thinking about ideas of what to do at the next RAD Friday.
Some interviewees even mentioned that they found RAD Fridays to increase their
overall work satisfaction. That it is not uncommon that ideas from RAD Fridays later
become part of products shows that there are also practical results through innovations.

In summary, I found that all the department manager’s purposes of having RAD
Fridays were visible in the outcomes, showing that the practice did what he considered
that it was supposed to do. My impression of the practice was that it had an overall
positive effect, relating to the mentioned purposes. The effects are however abstract
and difficult to study, and I cannot make any concrete conclusions about them from
my study. Also, I did not find any literature about studies or theories about similar
practices, requiring my results to stand on their own.

5.6 How the forums work together
According to my above analysis, both teams and guilds can be called communities of
practice, even though the practice in teams is focused on the product that the team is
responsible for while the practice in guilds is a specialization. Even though McDer-
mott (1999) does not call cross-functional teams communities of practice, my findings
relate closely to what he calls a “double-knit” organization. While teams are focused
on customers and products, working to deliver the most possible value to customer
by sharing knowledge and using teamwork, guilds work to share knowledge about
specializations. This is also what the department manager had intended with guilds,
describing them as a horizontal between the vertical tribes and teams as shown in
figure 4.1. Further, Explore & Share works to spread some basic knowledge and in-
spiration, and RAD Fridays is a practice where employees get to use their knowledge
freely, promoting a culture of creativity and innovation.
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Looking at Nonaka’s (1994) SECI model, teams and guilds focus on different
modes of knowledge creation. In guilds, it is natural that externalization and com-
bination are the central modes since they are about voicing and discussing knowledge
between different individuals in the community. Guild members need to consider their
tacit knowledge and put it in words that the others can understand, allowing them to
contribute with their own externalized tacit knowledge through combination. Since
all guilds have a specified area and most members work with that area or are at least
interested in it, most guild members have a lot of knowledge in common. Through
discussions in the guild, knowledge is shared between members, which gives them
even more knowledge in common and allows them to discuss their knowledge area in
a more developed and effective way, building a strong perspective, as suggested by
Boland and Tenkasi (1995).

In teams, the familiarity between team members, shown in the close communica-
tion and high levels of trust, create opportunities for socialization (Nonaka 1994). As
team members know and care about each other, as well as about the products they are
responsible for, they can share tacit knowledge without converting it to explicit knowl-
edge by watching each other work. Since the knowledge that needs to be shared in
teams is mostly related to developing software in the best way, a lot of the knowl-
edge is tacit and gained through experience. Team members watch the work done and
results created by other members, be it through pair programming, code reviews, or
just being in the same room and working closely to each other. Through doing this,
they will consciously or unconsciously share tacit knowledge through shared expe-
riences. Teams are also a place to put explicit knowledge, gained from for example
guilds, discussions in or between teams, or internet searches, to use. This allows for
internalization as employees understand the knowledge through practise, making it
tacit.

Together, guilds and teams create good opportunities for all four modes for knowl-
edge creation described by Nonaka (1994). Through a spiral between the modes,
Nonaka means that higher levels of knowledge are reached. I find that to be true
at MedTech as employees gain experiences is their teams, gathering explicit knowl-
edge from different sources and putting it to practice, creating tacit knowledge that
they can share with their team members. When team members visit guild meetings
together with members from other teams, they can share their experiences and gain
more knowledge from their own experiences as well as the experiences and reflections
of others. When they then go back to their own teams, the employees have gained new
explicit knowledge that is based upon their previous tacit knowledge and can be inter-
nalized to a higher level of tacit knowledge.

This means that cross-functional teams together with one complementary knowl-
edge practice that allows for the creation of communities of practice and knowing
focused on specializations can create opportunities to use all modes suggested by Non-
aka (1994) to be required for successful knowledge creation. What is however also
necessary is that employees want to create and share knowledge, and that they are
motivated to increase the level of knowledge residing in the organization. This can
be, at least partly, supported by agile methods and their focus on close collaboration
and collective ownership, possibly building cohesion and motivation as suggested by
Whitworth and Biddle (2007a). Though the motivation they discuss is for doing a
good job rather than directly for creating and sharing knowledge, the result can be
motivation for the latter. My perception from observations and interviews was that
employees at MedTech were motivated to effectively deliver value to customers, and
had an understanding that to do that, they often needed to share knowledge. This was
for example shown in that all interviewees said that discussions in the team rooms
were common, and even though some found them to be distracting sometimes, they
were appreciated because they found them to be valuable for the team. All intervie-
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wees also felt a team spirit, which I think can relate to motivation for doing a good job
as a team, and helping each other.

Though agile methods have a positive effect on motivation for knowledge sharing,
it is mostly limited to within the teams. There are few agile practices that handle in-
teractions between teams, which was also evident at MedTech, as described in section
5.2. What MedTech did to handle this was to introduce three different organization-
wide complementary knowledge practices. Guilds, as described above, provide a good
place for creation and sharing of knowledge. Guilds do not create a lot of motivation
for that however, but rather rely on existing motivation among members, possibly
coming from a strong interest in the subject of the guild or a need to learn to become
more effective in their work. The other two practices – Explore & Share and RAD
Friday – are more directed at creating motivation and giving employees a sense that
knowledge is valued in the organization.

While an obvious function with Explore & Share presentations is to spread knowl-
edge from one employee to a large group of listeners, the purpose stated by the coordi-
nator to inspire and create interests might be more important. Interests and inspiration
create motivation for gaining new knowledge, that could for example take place in
guilds. In the same way, an obvious function with RAD Fridays is to get new ideas
for products, but as the department states there are several other purposes, like affect-
ing organizational culture and boosting morale.

Fromwhat I have found, cross-functional teams together with communities of prac-
tice and knowing provide sufficient opportunities for creation and sharing of knowl-
edge. Therefore, it is not crucial that other complementary knowledge practices, like
Explore & Share and RAD Friday, create such opportunities. Instead, they should
be focused on creating motivation and making employees feel that the organization
values knowledge and creativity.
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I found agile methods, and in particular agile teams, to provide an environment with
high levels of transparency and trust, and frequent face-to-face interactions. This envi-
ronment facilitates creation and sharing of knowledge by having team members share
experiences and discuss problems and solutions relating to the products they are work-
ing with. Through these shared experiences and close collaboration, knowledge is
created through what Nonaka (1994) calls socialization. As teams are also the place
where individuals get to put their knowledge to practice by developing and testing
software, they also allow for creation of knowledge through what Nonaka calls in-
ternalization. However, since teams are cross-functional and gather employees with
deep knowledge about specific products rather than about specializations, employees
with similar specializations might be spread between teams. To provide opportuni-
ties for employees to discuss their deep knowledge about specializations with other
employees with similar knowledge, complementary knowledge practices are useful.

To connect employees with similar interests and knowledge, MedTech uses guilds,
which are communities where employees meet to discuss certain knowledge areas. I
found these to be closely related to theories about communities of practice (Wenger et
al. 2002; Brown and Duguid 1991) and knowing (Boland and Tenkasi 1995). If teams
work vertically with knowledge, gathering employees with deep knowledge about spe-
cific products and enabling sharing of knowledge between them, guilds work horizon-
tally, gathering people with similar specializations and expertise. This way, teams and
guilds weave knowledge from different teams and specializations together and create
what McDermott (1999) calls a “double-knit” organization. In guilds, knowledge is
mainly created through having guild members talk about their knowledge and experi-
ences, requiring what Nonaka (1994) calls externalization, and combining knowledge
and experiences from different members in what Nonaka calls combination. Together,
teams and guilds provide good support for all four modes of knowledge creation de-
scribed by Nonaka to be necessary to create higher levels of knowledge.

What might however be lacking in teams and guilds is motivation to share and cre-
ate knowledge. As suggested by Whitworth and Biddle (2007a), the focus on close
collaboration and collective ownership in teams can build motivation for doing a good
job, which is supported by feelings of team spirit at MedTech. In some cases, this
might also lead to motivation to share and create knowledge because it is necessary
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for doing a good job. Guilds on the other hand rather rely on pre-existing motivation
among members to go to guild meetings and contribute to make them interesting. For
this, the team as a source of motivation for creating and sharing knowledge might not
be enough. At MedTech, I found that this could be supported through having comple-
mentary knowledge practices directed at spreading inspiration and interest to learn,
as well as giving employees opportunities to use their knowledge in creative ways.
Explore & Share is an example of a practice where employees can spread inspiration
and interests through presentations as well as reading tips. RAD Friday is an example
of how employees can be given opportunity to do what they want to use or develop
their knowledge in a creative way.

6.1 Limitations
As in any case study, generalizability is an issue sincemy findings can only be properly
applied at MedTech. As described in section 2.5.1, some generalizations can however
be made if you consider differences in context. Applying an interpretive approach
further brings with it some possible bias, as all findings are based on the researcher’s
conceptions. Since data was mainly gathered through qualitative sources (i.e. inter-
views and observations) for this study, there can be considerable bias from subjects.
The choice of literature is also biased as I could not weigh all relevant literature equally
but had to choose which pieces of literature I would read based on what I found to be
most interesting and relevant. The study lacks sufficient literature about effects of
knowledge practices focusing on inspiring presentations and creativity, considering
that the topic emerged as central in my conclusions. Because of this, I could not take
those leads further. Adding literature about organizational culture could have allowed
me to take my analysis of how knowledge practices can make employees feel that the
organization values knowledge and learning to the next level.

It is possible that the results are affected by the fact thatMedTech is a medium-sized
company that works with long, biannual, releases for the medical industry which re-
quires high levels of quality. Though I have not investigated any other organizations,
I imagine that for example a smaller organization with products with shorter releases
and closer collaboration with customers could have a different dynamic in their teams.
Although most of my results are on a more general level, such details could affect the
atmosphere of teams and the entire organization, for example possibly through affect-
ing feelings of collective ownership and team spirit. This should be taken into con-
sideration when generalizing my results to other organizations. Further, interviews
were only carried out with a few employees at MedTech and during a limited time,
which limited the possibility of triangulation of results. Since teams at MedTech use
the methods scrum and kanban, the results are somewhat biased by the effects of those
specific agile methods. For example, the popular method eXtreme Programming has
more focus on pair programming, which can affect knowledge sharing in teams. How-
ever, the concept with cross-functional teams is similar for most agile methods.

Although one of the studied teams was distributed and I studied some effects of
the distribution, I could not draw conclusions about those effects since I did not have
time to read sufficient literature about distributed teams. My findings however point
toward that the distributed team at MedTech worked well, which interviewees mainly
attributed to their use of a virtual window and a text-based chat including personal and
humorous conversations, as well as that the team members met each other physically
at regular intervals. In general, I found few differences between distributed and co-
located teams. I did however observe difficulties in having group discussions, such
as in guild meetings, with most members in the same room while a few participate
through video-chat.
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Similarly, I did not study innovation properly even though it was considered in the
research. However, innovation is an aspect of knowledge management that is impor-
tant to consider for most organizations, including MedTech. Innovation at MedTech
was mainly supported through RAD Fridays, as described in chapter 5. My findings
however point toward that interactions between teams, considering them as communi-
ties of knowing, can also be an important source of innovation in organizations using
agile methods in several teams.
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7 Discussion

This research contributes to literature by providing a case study that shows how ag-
ile methods and cross-functional teams can be complemented by other knowledge
practices. I have shown that use of complementary knowledge practices can improve
sharing and creation of knowledge between teams, which is not properly supported
by agile methods on their own. This is important for literature as well as for practice,
and my results can be used both as an example to build more theory from, and for
organizations to get advice on how agile teams can be complemented by other knowl-
edge practices. For practical implementation, contextual differences of course need to
be considered, and more research with other cases and methods would be valuable to
validate and challenge my results and show other perspectives. I think that proper im-
plementation of agile methods and complementary knowledge practices is crucial for
organizations to support an environment that allows for employees to share and create
knowledge effectively, which can lead to higher effectiveness and more innovations.

There are several areas within this field that needs more research. Future research
should continue my investigations of how cross-functional teams can be comple-
mented by other knowledge practices, for example by providing more cases or by
doing more quantitative studies. One interesting topic that should be studied more is
what types of knowledge is shared in what forums. This could help in making sure that
no type of knowledge that is important for organizations is left out in their knowledge
management environment. Future research should also go deeper into how knowl-
edge is shared and created within teams, investigating strengths and weaknesses with
agile methods and cross-functional teams. This could help tweak how agile meth-
ods are used to improve the knowledge environment, and high-light what needs to
be achieved by complementary knowledge practices. Finally, future research should
investigate how different types of complementary knowledge practices affect an or-
ganization, mapping types and effects more clearly than what has been done yet. If
generally applicable maps and models for types of knowledge practices can be cre-
ated, it could make it much easier to apply them in practice, as well as to know what
needs to be studied further.
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